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Foreword
New legislation and an environmentally informed
public are transforming the waste business.
Canadians are embracing waste minimization,
recycling and composting with enthusiasm. From St.
Johns to Victoria BFI is moving ahead on many
fronts, andnon-traditional activities, such as recycling
and yard-waste composting, have become important,
growing components of our business.
Sustainable Development is an idea first given
wide visibility during the deliberations and fmdings
of the World Commission on Environment and
Development. There are many definitions of this
critical term but, simply stated, Sustainable
Development means economic activity that increases
prosperity without the destruction ofthe environment
from which all prosperity ultimately derives.
From the standpoint of the average citizen in
Canada, it also means recycling. Recycling stands in
both the substantive and symbolic front lines of
sustainability in Canada today. It is substantive
because it directly supports the overall aim of the
movement toward sustainability in the developed
world, which is to reduce the amount of materials
that enter and exit the economy so as both to avoid
the environmental costs of extracting and processing
virgin materials and reduce the amount of valuable
materials we waste. It is symbolic because it engages
large numbers of citizens.
This symbolic aspect of recycling is good in the
long run; it demonstrates that the major changes in
our economic life that will be required to build a
. ..
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sustainable economy enjoy widespread support. But
in the short run, unfortunately, the symbolic aspect
of recycling and the personal and political enthusiasm
it has stirred up, threatens to overwhelm the
substantive ability of our economy to cope with the
new magnitude of the materials available for
reclamation.
Innovative changes in how we collect and recycle
material requires integration of these new approaches
with initiatives to process recyclable materials and to
secure supportive markets for them. We continually
keep abreast of technological advances in mechanized
sorting of dry recyclables and organic waste processing
which can be utilized
economically
and
environmentally in the provision of our waste
minimization services in Canada.
The men and women of BFI also look beyond
technological advances and commercial obligations
to personal values. We are parents, siblings, sons
and daughters in our communities. We share our
neighbours’ concerns for the protection of the
environment
so we join other Canadians in
formulating
long term solutions
for waste
minimization.
Our mission is to provide the highest quality
waste collection, transportation, processing, disposal
and related services to both public and private
customers worldwide. We intend to carry out our
mission efficiently, safely and in an environmentally
responsible manner with respect for the role of
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Preface

The National Round Table on the Environment and
the Economy, reporting to the Prime Minister, has a
special catalytic role to play in Canadian society in
promoting Sustainable Development - meaning
harmony over thelongtermbetweenourenvironment
and our economy.
Among the critical areas selected by the Round
Table for early attention is the mounting problem of
solid waste in Canada. The goal is a sustainable
waste management situationin which the generation
of solid waste does not impede the ability of our
environment to maintain itselfin a healthy condition,
and in which the costs borne by all sectors of society
to reduce what has tobe disposed ofas waste, combined
with the disposal of what remains, are kept to a
minimum in a manner consistent with a strong
economy.
Clearly there is an enormous need to reduce
waste in Canada and a great opportunity to do so in
ways that are both environmentally and economically
responsible.
In 1988, the Canadian Council of Resource and
Environment Ministers (CCREM) took an important
step in this direction when it established a target to
reduce the disposal of solid wastes 50 percent by the
year 2000. The National Round Table will do what it
can within its catalytic role to help achieve that aim.
Municipalities are major players in the quest to
reach this target. At least as much as any other
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sector of Canadian society, municipalities confront
the problem of waste disposal. They are also at the
forefront in the development of ways to divert
materials from reaching the waste disposal stage.
In putting together this handbook, the National
Round Table is indebted to the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities for its participation, which has enabled
us to draw from the experiences of municipalities
across the country.
This book is offered to municipalities to provide
guidance and encouragement to their waste reduction
efforts. I hope its users will find it helpful.

George Connell
Chair
The National Round Table
on the Environment and the Economy
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A Message fiona the Federation of
Canadian Municipalities

The Federation of Canadian Municipalities was
pleased to have participated with the National Round
Table on the Environment and the Economy in the
development of the National Waste Reduction
Handbook.
The handbook
is intended
to guide
municipalities in devising a waste management
strategy. It focusses primarily on source reduction
and recycling andillustrates success stories ofleading
Canadian municipalities.
In responding to members’ concerns on the
environment, FCM has adopted a comprehensive
policydealingwithair, waterandwastemanagement.
With the diminishing capacity of landfill sites, waste
management hasbecomeapriorityformunicipalities
of all sizes. We hope that this handbook can assist
you in devising a strategy that is right for your
community.
Doreen Quirk
President
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A Message to Local Decision-Makers
During the 198Os, solid waste became a major public
issue in Canada. Across the country, expanding
volumes of solid waste and growing concern about
where to dispose it forced public leaders to view waste
fi-om a new perspective. It became clear that the “out
of sight, out of mind” waste management solutions of
the past would no longer work. As a result, a variety
of alternative waste management strategies were
tested.
With the arrival of the nineties, Canada has
entered a new era in waste management. Many of
the “alternative” waste management strategies
developedin the last decade are rapidly becoming the
norm. Over the next ten years, the nation is likely to
see major restructuring of its municipal solid waste
management systems. New programs andinitiatives,
many of them centered around source reduction,
recycling and composting, will be set into motion,
involving the active participation of government,
industry, communities and individual citizens.
Whileimportantnewpolicieswilllikelybeenacted
at the national and provincial level, a large share will
be local. Municipal decision-makers will be called
upon to develop new local waste management
strategies that help divert large quantities of waste
from local or regional landfills. This will involve
selecting specific programs and activities from a
1
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hierarchy of waste management options which best
match local needs, conditions and resources.
Among these options, source reduction and
recycling programs, including backyard and
municipal composting, will be at centre stage.
Recycling alone - whether it involves curbside
collection of recyclable materials, multi-family
recycling programs, commercial and institutional
recycling collection, drop-off depots, materials
processing facilities, market development activities,
or procurement of recycled products - represents an
entire field unto itself, full of options to choose from
and decisions to be made. Source reduction programs
will offer new and important options to reduce the
amount of waste requiring recycling or disposal in
the first place.
This handbook is intended to serve as a starting
point for Canadian municipalities in investigating
such options. The purpose is to support local decisionmakers in determining whether their communities
should become involved in source reduction and
recycling, when to set up such programs, and how to
go about their development.
Chapter1 providesabriefoverviewofthegrowing
national imperative for waste reduction in Canada,
major driving forces that are promoting source
reduction and recycling programs at the local level,
related national and provincial policy developments,
and the role of municipalities in developing recycling.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of source
reduction and its potential for increasing waste
diversion in Canada. It begins by defining source
reduction and describing general source reduction
measures and specific activities. It then examines

2
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new source reduction developments at both the
national and provincial levels, and discusses the
emerging role for municipalities in promoting
increased source reduction.
Chapter 3 discusses the primary elements of
recycling program design, focusing on basic program
options and key decisions. It examines the major
waste generation sectors foundin most communities,
identifies the main components of municipal waste,
discusses recyclable materials, and reviews options
for market development, materials processing and
collection, and education and promotion. Municipal
composting programs are also addressed
Chapter 4 provides a summary of government
agencies and other organizations around the country
that are available to provide support to municipalities
in establishing recycling programs. A listing of
relevant publications is also provided.
Overall, this handbook emphasizes the premise
that each municipality represents a unique set of
conditions, and must determine by itself, or in
conjunction with neighbouring jurisdictions, which
options to pursue. The intent is not to present a
single national “solution” to the solid waste dilemma
faced by local communities, because thereis probably
no such thing. Instead, it seeks to serve as a national
level resource, providing useful information and
positive examples from across the country that can be
helpful in assessing recycling options at the local
level.
Throughout this handbook, examples of existing
recycling “success stories” are profiled. The purpose
is not so much to laud the efforts of specific
municipalities or provinces, but rather to underscore

3
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the great breadth and scope of programs fi-om which
other municipalities can learn. Contact names are
provided for each of the programs highlighted, so
that additional information may be obtained.
If your municipality is ready to roll up its sleeves
and begin the development of a local source reduction
or recycling program, this handbook can help start
the process. If, on the other hand, your municipality
is just beginning to assess where it might go, this
handbook might be considered a kind of road map for
identifying the types of choices and decisions that lie
ahead.

4
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Municipal Solid Waste and Municipalities in
the 1990s
Throughout the postwar period, the volume of solid
waste produced by residential, industrial, commercial
andinstitutional generators in Canada grew steadily.
For the most part, the nation’s trash was seen as a
necessary by-product of our prosperous, industrial,
high consumption way of life - unfortunate perhaps,
but cheaply disposed of and easily forgotten. Despite
long established efforts by some industries to re-use
or recycle certain materials, and a few isolated
government and community-based initiatives to
reduce, reuse or recycle post-consumer wastes, the
nation’s mountain of garbage continued to grow.
During the last decade, however, Canada began
to come to grips with its solid waste dilemma. Faced
with increasingly complex waste management issues,
Canadians acknowledgedthattheissueofsolidwaste
was no longer one that could be buried. Source
reduction and recycling emerged as viable options in
waste management. Today, recycling (including
municipal composting) is considered one of the major
tools available to local communities in redirecting
materials, that would otherwise end up in local
landfills, to more productive uses. There is a growing
potential, however, for source reduction programs at
both provincial and municipal levels.
A number of driving forces have combined to
5
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promote source reduction and recycling at the local
level as a major waste management strategy for
municipalities. These include:
l

Declining
landfills.

ctapucity

in

the

nation’s

Many landfills are rapidly approaching
capacity or threatened with closure because
they fail to meet increasingly
strict
environmental standards.
The result is
declining disposal space available at a higher
cost. In some municipalities the landfill
capacity situation has become acute. There is
additionalstrainonthecapacityoflandfills
to
absorb toxic or hazardous materials without
posing grave threats to land, air and
groundwater. Source reduction and recycling
offer practical methods for extending the life
of existing lamElls by decreasing the volume
and toxicity of materials flowing into them.
l

Rising
cost of waste
disposal services.

collection

and

Increased disposal costs at local or regional
landfills means that it is becoming more
expensive to collect and dispose of our waste.
With these increased costs, there are greater
incentives for municipalities to seek out costeffective alternatives to traditional collection
and disposal methods. Source reduction and
recycling can save on the cost of disposal. In
some cases, recycling and municipal-scale
composting can also generate additional
revenues throughthesaleofrecycledmaterials
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or compost products.
l

Public attitudes toward theenvironment.

Public concerns over the quality of our
environment and the safety of current waste
disposal practices, together with preferences
for less wastell lifestyles, have created a
major,grassrootspoliticalforcethatispushing
for local source reduction and recycling
programs, and other forms of Sustainable
Development. Residential source reduction
and recycling, in particular, provides families
and individuals with a constructive, hands-on
opportunity to have a direct and positive
impact on the environment. Residents who
reduce or recycle waste are taking their
penchant for action into the workplace,
resultinginanincreaseddemandforbusiness
and institutional participation in similar
programs.
l

Regionalization

of waste management.

As older, substandard landfills or scattered
dumping sites are phased out or permanently
closed, they are replaced by modern regional
disposal sites or incineration/energy recovery
facilities that are often built to serve more
than one community. Such regionalization is
helping to promote the development of new
waste management infrastructures, growing
municipal co-operation and better economies
of scale capable of supporting increased local
recycling.
Co-operative
processing
of
recyclables
collected by a number of
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municipalities is a prime example of the
regionalization of recycling.
l

National ,and provincial

policy.

Source reduction and recycling policies and
programs are being developed nationally and
provincially by both government and the
private sector. The Canadian Council of
Ministers of the Environment (CCME formerly CCREM), for example, has adopted
a national waste reduction goal of 50 percent
,diversion of solid waste from the nation’s
landfills by the year 2000. The development of
comprehensive source reduction and recycling
programs
at the local level offers
municipalitiestheopportunitytomakeadirect
and significant contribution to the attainment
of this national diversion goal.
All of these trends are converging at the local level,
where municipalities are taking action by designing
and implementing source reduction and recycling
programs. Such efforts are rapidly taking their
rightful place at the top of a ‘hierarchy’ of waste
management
strategies
available
to local
communities.
Along with incineration/energy
recovery and landfilling, they offer municipalities a
potentially integrated waste management system
capable of reducing, re-using, recycling, transforming
and/or ultimately disposing of the nation’s waste into
the next century.
The success of source reduction and recycling
programs in ensuring that our waste management
practices are environmentally and economically

8
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sustainable, depends upon actions that are taken at
the local level. Along with national and provincial
source reduction and recycling efforts, municipali ties
have a major role to play in ensuring that this
potential is realized. The National Waste Reduction
Handbook is designed to help municipalities become
involved in evaluating their potential for source
reduction and recycling, and therefore to make
informed and i&elligent decisions along the way.
Remember, if we don’t reduce or recycle it, we’re
throwing it all away!

National
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New Options for Waste Diversion
Source reduction, the reduction of waste at or near
the source of generation, is considered one of the most
important and promising strategies for reducing the
growing volume of solid waste in Canada. The
rationale issimple: the less waste generated, the less
waste there is to dispose. When waste generation is
reduced, fewer waste materials need to be handled and less money and time need to be invested in other,
more complicated waste management options.
As a “front-end” solution, source reduction is the
most simple, direct form of waste diversion. As an
environmentally sound alternative to traditional
forms of solid waste management, source reduction
represents savings in cost and resources by reducing
the need for collection, processing or disposal, as well
as related capital, equipment and labour. Everyone,
from large manufacturing facilities to individuals in
their homes, can do it. This is why source reduction
is usuallyplacedat thetopofthehierarchy ofpreferred
waste management strategies (higher than recycling),
even though it is not technically considered a form of
solid waste management.
A significant, though not easily quantifiable,
portionofCanada’s wastecouldbeeliminatedthrough
source reduction. The relative success of such a
strategy is determined by the willingness of
government, the private sector, and citizens-at-large
11’
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to become actively involved in source reduction
programs. Already, source reduction figures
prominently in national and provincial waste
diversion strategies and initiatives, and private
industry is starting to consider the integration of
such strategies into its own practices. Given such
trends, it is clear that source reduction will gain
further importance as a major waste diversion
strategy in the coming decade.
Despite this potential, source reduction remains
the least developed option in the waste management
hierarchy. This is particularly true at the local level
where the number of established source reduction
models are limited.
Comprehensive municipal
programs for source reduction are only now being
developed, and few municipalities have attempted to
measure the impact of their source reduction actions
on local waste diversion.
However, this situation is changing rapidly.
Increasingly, municipalities are looking to source
reduction as an appropriate first step in the waste
diversion process and as an integral part of their
overall waste management programs and activities.
National source reduction directives and provincial
policies promise to continue to stimulate municipal
interest. Gradually, an appropriate municipal role in
promoting source reduction is beginning to emerge.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an
overview of source reduction and its potential for
increasingwastediversioni.nCanada. Thetlrstsection
begins withanoperativedetitionofsourcereduction,
a description of general source reduction measures
and specific activities, and a discussion of the
program’s general strengths and weaknesses as an

12
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option for increased waste diversion.
The following section examines recent source
reduction developments at the national level,
including the issue of packaging. It then proceeds to
discuss provincial-level policy developments which
promise to intense source reduction as a waste
management strategy in the 1990s. The final section
provides an overview of the emerging municipal role
in source reduction, and examples ofpotential actions
which could be taken by local municipalities in
reducing their waste.
In reviewing this information, it is important to
note that source reduction is a dynamic and rapidly
changing target. What source reduction means, who
should be doing it, and what actions they should
undertake is currently the subject of an intense
dialogue. Ayearago, muchoftheinformationincluded
here might not have been available; similarly, by
next year important new developments could add to
our pool of knowledge. The point is that all levels of
Canadian society and its various institutions have a
chance to engage in this dialogue.
What Is Source Reduction?
While some people may be familiar with the basic
concept of source reduction, many have difficulty
putting a finger on the specific activities it implies.
Unlike recycling, which has had a ten to fiReen year
head start, source reduction is an unfamiliar entity
in the public eye. It is obvious that more research,
education and promotion on the topic are needed
There is also a need for a clearer consensus on the
language of source reduction, including the meaning
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of such closely related terms as waste reduction,
source reduction, and re-use. Currently, such a
consensus does not exist.
For the purpose ofthis handbook, source reduction
is defined as the design, manufacture, purchase and/
or use of products and materials in a manner that
minimizes or eliminates the volume of the resulting
waste requiring disposal. As the word %ou.rce”
denotes, source reduction means waste reduction
actions taken close to the source of waste generation,
i.e., the point at which changed behaviour or direct
action can reduce the volume of waste generated and
ultimately disposed Source reduction actions may
be taken during the manufacturing of products, or
applied further downstream, during the marketing,
distribution, consumption, or reuse of those products.
Sometimes the term waste reduction is used
interchangeably with source reduction. However,
waste reduction is also used in a broader context
related to waste diversion, implying a number of
related activities, including source reduction, re-use
and recycling. Given this broader definition, source
reduction would be considered a form of waste
reduction, but the reverse would not always be true.
On the other hand, source reduction is often defined
toinclude re-use, or those activities that extendusable
life of a specific product or material. In reality, there
are fine lines of difference between all these terms,
and the ultimate objectives of the activities they
describe are very similar.
Source reduction includes general measures such
aS:
1 Reducing product volume,
2 Extending product life,

14
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Minimixing product packaging and toxicity,
Purchasing products selectively,
Promoting product reuse, and
Decreasing product consumption.

These measures can be applied through the
manufacturing processes and product specifications
of manufacturers; through the operational standards
and procurement practices of businesses and
institutions; and consumer and life style decisions of
individuals and communities.
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The following examples, while not ah-inclusive,
provide anideaofhow application ofsource reduction
measures canreducesolidwastematerialstbroughout
society.
l

Product

1
2
3
4

manufacturers

caII=

Enhancethequalityanddurabilityofaspecific
product,
Reduce or eliminate the product’s disposable
elements,
Reduce the quantity of materials used for
packaging and distribution, and
Promote the product’sre-us&epairasopposed
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to early disposal.
Sample actions in the area of packaging and
distribution might include:
Increasing packaging efiiencies
Decreasing the number of packaging
materials
Lightweightingpackaging
materials
Substituting packaging materials
Re-using / remanufacturing shipping pallets
Re-using shipping containers
Re-using shipping materials (e.g. polystyrene
packing “peanuts”)
l

Businesses and institutions can:

1

Develop standards encouraging reduced
volume, durability and reuse of purchased
products,
2 Implement co-operative
purchasing or
,materials exchange programs,
3 Develop source reduction requirements for
internal operations, and
4 Promote increased employee or constituent
involvement in source reduction options.
Sample actions in the area ofinternal operations
might include:
Reducing internal paper consumption
Re-using internal mail distribution
envelopes
Promoting double-sided copying and
printing
Using refilled or remanufactured toner
cartridges
Promoting electronic mail and modem
transmissions over hard copy

16
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Replacing disposable cups with ceramic
mugs
Replacing paper towels with air dryers
l

Individual8

and communities

can:

1

Promote increased source reduction through
personal lifestyle changes that include
selective product purchasing; product re-use
and decreased consumption.
2 These activities may further be promoted
through neighbourhood and environmental
groups, public involvement programs, or the
ballot box.
Specific examples set by individuals might include:
Purchasing items that minimize
unnecessary packaging
Purchasing food items in bulk or larger
packaged volumes
Replacing paper towels and napkins
with cloth items
Using refillable or reusable food and
household product containers
Replacing disposable grocery bags with reusable shopping bags
Composting foodand organic wastes at home
Renting or sharing tools and other limited use
household items
Donating used clothing, furniture and
household items
Refusing unsolicited junk mail
It is important to note thcrt each of these
source reduction action8 may have specifzcpnos
and cons which must be assessed before their

17
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desirability
can be a88Ured.
Sometimes,
reducing waste at the source muy involve other
economic or environmentaJ costs.

For example, an emerging issue in the field of
packaging concerns source reduction properties of
particular
packaging
options versus their
recyclability; lighter, more space- and energy-efficient
mate&is may also be less recyclable.
Closer to home, choosing re-usable products over
disposable ones (cloth diapers, for example) raises
questions concerning the water- and energyconsumption properties of re-usable product versus
the hygienic properties or recyclability of disposable
ones.

18
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Analyzing general source reduction measures
with regard to cost or the environmental impacts of
specific actions is far beyond the scope of this
handbook. Indeed, it is a field of inquiry that is only
beginning tobe defined. However, municipal decisionmakers should be aware that, source reduction does
raise significant issues which must be explored
further. Not all source reduction actions are costfree. Each must be considered on the basis its own
merits and potentialimpacts. The dialoguein Canada
concerning the desirability of specific source reduction
actions is bound to increase over the next few years.
National Developments in Source Reduction
Currently, the main focus on source reduction in
Canadais at the federal andprovinciallevels. Federal
and provincial officials are working on the
development andimplementation ofpolicies designed

19
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to increase source reduction measures and activities,
with major emphasis on the issue of packaging.
Nationally, one of the most visibly prominent
venues for source reduction activity hasbeen through
the Canadian CouncilofMinisters ofthe Environment
(CCME), whose membership brings together the
nation’s leading environmental officials. In 1988, in
a major initiative designed to encourage increased
waste diversion, CCME (formerly CCREM - Canadian
Council of Resource and Environment Ministers) set
a goal of reducing the quantity of packaging waste
sent to the nation’s landfills by 50 percent by the year
2000.
TheCCMElgoalisintendedtobemet, halfthrough
source reduction measures (including all forms of reuse) and half through recycling measures. There is,
however, considerable latitude in this directive. For
example, it is left unspecified whether the 50 percent
goal is intended to be measured by the reduction and/
or recycling of specific types of products, the reduction
or recycling of types of packaging, or the reduction
and recycling activity of packaging companies or
operations.
In order to co-ordinate action towards meeting
this goal, Environment Canada has chaired the
National Task Force on Packaging (N’I’FP), which
includes representatives from government, industry,
consumer andenvironmental groups. The N’I’FP has
developed the National Packaging Protocol (NAPP),
an initiative that is receiving widespread attention
across the county.
A number of projects relating to Packaging
Protocol have already been undertaken. Work in
progress or recently completed includes:
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Development
of a national
packaging
database, including the types, amount, and
value of packaging produced, used, recycled
and disposed in each province;
A communications
strategy
for public
information on packaging issues;
A review of jurisdictional
authoritiy
and
existing legislation on packaging in Canada;
The identi.fication ofthe existing infrastructure;
and
The development of recommended packaging
policies.
The policy development element has resulted in
the recommendation of six basic national packaging
policies, as follows:
1
2

3

4
5
6

All packaging in Canada should have minimal
effects on the environment.
Priority will be given to the management of
packaging through source reduction, reuse
and recycling in that order.
An ongoing campaign of information and
education will be undertaken to make
Canadians aware of the function and
environmental impacts of packaging.
These policies will apply to all packaging used
in Canada, including imported packaging.
Regulations willbeimplementedasnecessary
to achieve compliance with these policies.
All government policies and practices af&cting
packaging will be consistent with these
national policies.

21
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NAPP also has an ambitious implementation program
Included in its agenda are the
for 1991-1992.
following elements:
of a framework
for
l
Development
environmental lifecycle analysis
l
Development of environmental profiles of
specific types of packaging
l
Reviewandassessmentofgovernmentpolicies
and practices which impede the achievement
of the Protocol
l
Development of industry packaging action
Plans
l
A process assessment methodology and actual
assessment of Protocol implementation
l
Secondary/post-consumer content standards
for packaging
l
Government policies to support the Protocol’s
initiatives
l
Examination of international trade and the
Protocol
l
Packaging
research and development
priorities and related business opportunities
0 Identification
and demonstration
of
appropriate new technology and packaging
practices
l
Educational programs for use in schools
l
Identification of economic support initiatives
Clearly, the scope and breadth of the National
Packaging Protocol Action Plan is unprecedented. If
only aportion of the policies andactionsit recommends
are successfully implemented, they may permanently
change the way the nation produces, uses, recycles,
disposes and fundamentally thinks about packaging.
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Already the Protocol is reverberating throughout
Canada’s manufacturing and packaging industries.
The resulting long-term impact on source reduction
andsolidwaste diversioninCa.uadacouldbeprofound.
Industry, Packaging and Source Reduction
There are two major kinds of industries in Canada
that will be affected by the National ‘Packaging
Protocol andrelatedinitiatives: (1) the munufwturers
of products and (2) the manufacturers of packaging
materials.
Within some of these industries, certain forms of
source reduction have been practised for years. For
example, the re-use of beverage containers (i.e.
returnable, refillable bottles) is a long-standing form
of source reduction. More recently, some industries
and firms have turned to lightweighting and related
packaging developments, for a variety of reasons including source reduction. On the other hand, other
industries and firms have been noticeably slow in
comingtoterms with the nation’s solid waste crisis or
the role that their own products and packaging have
played in promoting waste.
Two emerging issues now confront major
Canadian manufacturers and users of packaging.
The response to these issues will have a significant
effect on the future of packaging. These issues are:
1 How will the emerging federal mandate on
source reduction and packaging affect
industrial interests? Will stringent new
packaging guidelines or requirements place a
burden on all industry equally, or will they
provide certain industries and firms with
23
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competitive advantages? Should industry
attempt to resist such changes - or should it
seek to gain competitive advantage by taking
this initiative into its own hands?
2

In which fundamental direction should
industry lean: toward an emphasis on
increased source reduction or increased
recyclability? For example, which product will
be considered more environmentally correct:
a pound of coffee packed in a multi-layer,
lightweight and easily disposable aseptic
package - or the same coffee packed in a
single-layer, heavier, but easily recycled tin
can?

Beyondmanufacturersofproducts andpackaging,
other industries in Canada are beginning to develop
new corporate policies and strategies thatincorporate
source reduction objectives. McDonald’s Canada, for
example, claims to have achieved weight and volume
reductions of up to 25 percent by lightweighting its
packaging and reducing shipping container needs by
shaping them for greater space efficiency.
Other firms are developing source reduction as
an element of their product and packaging
procurement standards.
For example, British
Columbia Telephone Company has a new corporate
policy for its purchasing department that includes
environmental requirements for both products and
packaging. In addition to requiring environmental
information from suppliers, the company is looking
for opportunities to obtain bulk supplies and return
emptied containers.
These examples represent only a sampling of
24
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what promises to be a long-term, fundamental shift
in corporate policy regarding the promotion of source
reduction. Again, the impact on the nation’s waste
stream could be profound.
Provincial Source Reduction Initiatives
Whilethenational dialogueonpackaginghascreated
a driving force for source reduction in the
manufacturing and packaging industries, a number
of provincial governmental initiatives on source
reduction are also beginning to appear. Among these
initiatives, legislation recently passed in Manitoba
represents one of the most far-ranging governmental
policies on source reduction to date.
In 1989, Manitoba’s Waste Reduction
and
Prevention Act (WRAP) set a 50 percent waste
minimization goal for the province. Significantly,
this act places the burden of effort on the producers
of designated products and materials. Through the
potential use ofregulatory mechanisms andeconomic
disincentives, the province has given industry the
direct signal that it must actively pursue both source
reduction and recycling. Manitoba’s process for
achieving increased waste reduction and prevention
consists of six major elements:
1 The Minister of Environment will develop an
overall source reduction and recycling
strategy, to be updated on an annual basis.
This strategy includes:
b a report on activities of the previous year
. an analysis of the Manitoba waste stream
l
an analysis of the potential for source
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l

reduction and prevention
an identification of target products and
materials

2

TheEnvironmentDepartment,inconsultation
with producers and consumers, will develop
specific waste minimization goals for products
and materials targeted in the strategy.

3

Producers of designated products and
materials are asked to develop and execute
plans for achieving the targets in an
environmentally
safe and effective
manner. The Department will review these
plans.

4

Ifit is “not possible for producers to develop
and execute acceptable plans”, the Department
may select specific regulatory incentives to
reduce and prevent waste. Its analysis must
consider the criteria of efficiency, effectiveness
in meeting a target, and administrative costs.
Options may include:
l
Deposit
l
Predisposal Fees (a.k.a. advanced disposal
fees)
l
Licensing
l
Performance Bonds
l
ExciseTax
l
Bans
In this way, industry will be given the
opportunity to provide source reduction
initiatives and reform as a method ofavoiding
government regulation of their products.
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Manitoba Finance will administer an
Environmental Innovations Fund, in addition
to revenues generated through regulatory
actions, toprovide financial support for
community and industry initiatives.
The Environment Department, in consultation
with producers and consumers, will monitor
the annual progress towards the 50 percent
goal. Thiswillbeusedtodeterminenecessary
next steps and annual revision of the WRAP
strategy.
Manitoba is expected to establish four priority
target areas for action on source reduction and
recycling, including:
1
2
3
4

Beverage containers,
Newspaper publishing,
Used motor oil, and
Tires.

Along with Manitoba, other provinces have taken
initiatives in the area of source reduction. These
actions are particularly focussed on beverage
container manufacturers.
Ontario’s Ministry of the Environment has
promised to hold the province’s beverage container
industry to its stated goal that a specified percentage
of its product line will be bottled in refillable
containers.
In New Brunswick, a bill is currently under
consideration that would set a variable deposit on
beverage containers, banning containers which are
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plastic bottles used for ca.rbon&-ed soft drinks and
alcoholic beverages. The rate of deposit varies
according to the material and size of the container.
Finally, in the Yukon Territory, theyukon Liquor
Corporation will soon offer bulk wine sales at
territorial liquor stores.
Municipal Source Reduction Activities
-If the actions that are emerging in the federal and
provincial arenas take hold, they will have significant
impact on waste diversion at the local level. At the
same time, the question must be asked: What can
municipalities do to promote source reduction? While
industry initiatives and government policies may be
more effective ifpromoted nationally or provincially,
municipalities, too, can play an active role in making
source reduction happen locally. The exact nature of
that role is only now beginning to develop.

:.. ‘--i
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Municipalities can promote source reduction by
designing programs under three general headings:
information, education and technical assistance;
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economicandfinancialincentives/disincentives;and
These are briefly outlined and
local regulation.
discussed in the following pages.
Information,
education
and technical
assistanceprvgramu can provide basic information

and assistance for voluntary source reduction efforts
by private citizens, businesses and institutions. As
mentioned earlier, many of the actions taken by
individual citizens relate to personal lifestyles and
choices.
Municipally distributed information can focus on
simple source reduction measures that can be put
into practice by individuals in their home, offices or
factory settings. Such messages can easily be
incorporated into ongoing recycling promotion and
educational activities. An-example is set by the EssexWindsor campaign implemented in 1990 (see end of
this chapter).
Technical assistance can also be provided to local
small businesses, institutions andcommunity groups.
Education and technical assistance programs set up
to promote recycling can be expanded to include
source reduction elements. Sample education and
technical assistance programs might include:
l

l

l

Waste audits for businesses
Assistance
mulching

with on-site composting

and

Non-procurement source reduction activities
(in-house programs, school and other city
department programs)
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l

Source reduction demonstration programs

l

Assistance with waste exchanges

Financial

hX??Ct’he8l&i8i?U?t?niintives,
suchastax

credits for business source reduction measures or
product taxes on excessive packaging may provide
unique opportunities at the municipal level. Such
strategies include variable can rates or disposal
charges designed to discourage residents or businesses
from generating additional volumes ofwaste. Variable
rate structures may be based on the number of
containers set out, frequency of collection provided,
or other similar criteria.
Additional economic
incentives/ disincentives might include:
Local waste disposal fee modifications (raise
the tip fee or place a surcharge or tax on
garbage/recycling services)
Provide loans, grants and loan guarantees for
research or the purchase of source reduction
equipment (a dishwasher for a school or a
duplex copier)
Deposits, refunds, and rebates (applicable to
toxicity reduction and other difficult wastes,
such as tires and auto bodies)
Financial incentives for the sale of source
reduction items or source reduction activities
in the business place
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Regulation8 and standard8 to promote source
reduction, while most appropriate at the provincial
or federal level, can also be promoted by
municipalities.
A major example of locally enforceable regulations
would include restrictions or outright bans on the
landtilling of certain re-usable, recyclable or
hazardous waste products, such as wood waste,
automobile tires and lead-acid batteries.
In addition to providingincentives for the recycling
ofcertain materials, such restrictions can also provide
indirect incentives to reduce waste generation at the
source.
Sample local regulatory programs might include:
l

l

l

Procurement ordinances favouring durable,
source-reduced, recycled content, and/or
recyclable purchases
Requirements for source reduction plans by
local businesses
Local product and packaging bans

While still in a developmental stage, municipal
source reduction programs are bound to continue
their expansion.
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For additiond infimnution contact:
Cameron Wright
Essex-Win&or Wade Management
360 Fairview, Avenue West
EsstqON N8MJYG
(519) 776-6441

Committee

* “The Garbageless Lunch” is a registered trademark of
Environment Watch Products Inc
181 University Avenue, Suite 2200
Toronto, Ontario, M5H 3M7
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Basic Options and Key Decisions
Despite the simple image of bottles, cans and
newspapers in a container set for curbside pick-up,
often associated with municipal recycling, designing
a local recycling program can be a complex and
challenging task. It involves gathering data on local
conditions, examining a range of possible program
options, and deciding how to design and implement
the preferred options.
Realizing this fact, a municipal decision-maker
might be daunted by this challenge. However, with
clear information on local conditions, proper
orientation to available program options, and useful
resources for further assistance, establishing a
municipal recycling program represents a fairly
straightforward, “do-able” task.
Indeed, appropriate recycling options exist for
most municipalities regardless of their size, location,
and mix of residences and businesses. From rural
communities with limited resources and small
volumes of recyclable materials, to large cities with
tons of trash and thousands of participants, models
for the establishment of effective, successful recycling
programs have been tested across the country.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide local
decision-makers with a basic orientation to municipal
recycling and the fundamental components of
recycling program design. The idea is not to serve as
35
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a “how-to” guide. Rather, it is to provide an overview
of basic information and options that should be
understood before proceeding with the design of a
municipalrecyclingprogram. With suchanoverview
in mind, decision-makers should find that the specific
“how-to” questions and answers will begin to fall into
place.
The chapter begins by examining guiding
principles that are common to most recycling
programs, regardless of their size or approach. Next,
it provides basic descriptions of the major waste
generators, waste streams and recyclable materials
around which most municipalities will design their
programs. It then proceeds, step-by-step, through
the basic elements of recycling program design
(markets, materials processing, collection systems,
and program promotion and education), examining
basic options within each of these areas and
identifying key decisions that must be made in
choosing among them.
In addition to recycling program design,
composting is examined as another area of municipal
activity. While composting may technically not be
considered recycling, it is similar in its basic approach:
redirecting recyclable materials away from disposal
for further processing and productive new end-uses.
It is also highly compatible with recycling in that it
offers local communities further opportunities to
divert significant volumes of waste from disposal.
Throughout this discussion, numerous examples
from a variety of municipal recycling programs across
Canadaare highlighted. These success stories should
provide plenty of evidence that municipalities can
achieve well-designed and effective recycling or
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composting programs.
Guiding Principles for Municipal Recycling
Many options exist for municipalities to establish
recycling at the local level. For each option this
chapter offers a rationale and specific evaluation
criteria to help communities determine whether it is
an option suited to local conditions, needs and
resources.
This chapter also articulates a number of guiding
principles that apply to the design of most municipal
recycling programs. By keeping such principles in
mind, a municipality can clearly assess the
appropriateness of specific options it may consider.
Listed below are seven widely-acceptedprinciples
for the design of local recycling programs. They offer
a framework from which to begin the program design
process.
l

Integrated

Solid Waste Management

Recycling programs should be developed to
support an integrated approach to solid waste
management, taking into consideration the
entire hierarchy of waste management
strategies.
l

Waste Management

Hierarchy

The hierarchy ofpreferred waste management
strategies - including, in order of priority:
waste (source)
reduction,
recycling,
incineration/energy recovery, and landfill
disposal - should be adhered to whenever
possible.
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Maximum

Waste Diversion

Recycling programs should address all major
sectors and waste streams and should operate
in a manner that diverts as much waste as
possible from incineration or disposal.
Program

Convenience

Recycling programs should provide a level of
service that is as convenient as possible for as
many sectors of the community as possible.
Program

Compatibility

Recycling programs should be designed and
implemented in a manner that utilizes and
supports existing waste management
infrastructure
and recycling
services
whenever possible.
Program

Adaptability

Recycling programs should be designed to be
as flexible and adaptable as possible in order
to respond to sbiftingmarkets, new materials,
emerging technologies andcbangingrecycling
standards.

Program Cost Effectiveness
Eficiency

and

Recycling programs should be designed and
implemented in a manner that is as costeffective and as resource-efficient as possible.
The list is by no means complete or relevant to all
situations. It may be difficult for a. program to
address all of these principles equally. In reviewing
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local conditions and resources, municipal decisionmakers may find that some principles should be
given higher priority, while others simply do not
apply to the local situation.
Decision-makers may also articulate additional
principles that guide them in the design and
implementation of local programs.
Waste Sectors, Waste Streams and Recyclable
Materials
Before a municipality can begin to choose among
options available to create a local recycling program,
it must first develop a comprehensive picture of local
conditions affecting solid waste.
These include major waste generators in the
community, basic waste streams they generate, and
specific recyclable materials generated.
Once such a picture has been established, the
municipality can tailor its program choices to fit
specific local conditions.
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The following section provides a basic overview of
waste generators,
waste streams and recyclable
materials.
While these descriptions are relevant to most
Canadian municipalities, local conditions may vary
significantly from one community to the next and
these descriptions will not necessarily apply to all
municipalities.
Major Waste Generators
Major waste generators that can be targeted for
municipal recycling programmes, include both
residential and non-residential sources.
Residential generators can be divided into two
majorcat.egories:single-familyresidential
andmultifamily residential.
Non-residential generators can also be divided
into two categories: commercial jinstitz&onaZ and
industrial.
Each sector generates different types and
quantities of waste and presents unique challenges
and opportunities with regard to municipal recycling
programs.
When analyzing waste generators, the size and
location of a sector and the nature of the local economy
must be considered.
For example, a suburban community may have a
high proportion of single-family residential waste
generators, while a larger urban centre may have far
more multi-family
residential,
commercial/
institutional or industrial waste generators.
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The single- family residential sector is defined
as any residence that places its garbage out for
collection on an individual household basis. This
generally includes traditional detached single-family
houses as well as certain multi-family structures,
such as residential complexes that have four units or
less.
Most municipal recycling programs begin in the
single-family sector because recycling is easily
integrated with regular curbside garbage collection.
In addition, single-family collection is often provided
or regulated by local municipalities.
The multi-family residential sector is any
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residence that places its garbage in acommon storage
and collection area with other households. This
generally includes most multi-family dwellings with
five or more residential units.
Municipal
recycling
programs
normally
implement multi-family recycling afIx single-family
recycling is established, because it involves a greater
diversity ofstructures andcollectionsituations, hence
efficient collection of recyclables becomes more
challenging.
Because ofthis complexity, multi-family recycling
is often provided by private waste haulers and
municipalities may need to work more closely with
the private sector to integrate this process with their
regular garbage collection.
Despite any diEiculties, multi-family recycling
may represent an important program opportunity
for some municipalities, depending on their housing
mix.
The commerciallinstitutional

sector (also

known as the commercial sector) includes offices,
retail stores, hotels, restaurants, and entertainment
centres, as well as hospitals, schools, universities,
prisons and other public and private institutions.
Not surprisingly, this sector accounts for a major
portion of the municipal waste stream, as well as a
number of potentially valuable recyclable materials.
These factors alone make the commercial sector an
important potential target for municipal recycling
programs.
However, the commercial sector presents a greater
challenge in setting up recycling programs due to the
great diversity of commercial waste generators and
the distinctly different materials that are generated
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from one site to the next. In addition, collection of
waste from the commercial sector is often provided by
private haulers.
Despite these challenges, commercial recycling
represents a major opportunity for municipalities
seeking to maximize waste diversion.
The industtial sector includes factories, light
industry, warehouses, distribution centres, and
similar establishments.
Like the commercial/institutional sector, this
sector constitutes a wide variety of diverse waste
generators and specific materials, although the type
and mix of recyclables generated may differ
significantly
from typical commercial sector
recyclables.
Industrial waste generators are also typically
serviced by private haulers.
Major Recyclable Waste Streams
The term waste stream describes the total flow of
solid waste that must be recycled or disposed of
through incineration or landfdling.
A waste streamcanbe sub-classified by the groups
that generate it or the specific materials flowing
through it.
Municipal waste stream, for example, refers to
the flow of waste generated within a given
municipality or group of municipalities, while
residential waste stream refers to the flow of waste
generated by the residential sector.
Recyclable waste stream, on the other hand, refers
to the flow of materials that can be recycled.
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Generally, the municipal waste stream can be
divided into five component waste streams: dry
recyclable materials, yard waste, food waste, special
wastes and garbage - or the remaining disposable
fraction.
All of these waste streams are generated by the
single-family,
multi-family,
commercial
and
industrial sectors, albeit in differing quantities and
proportions.
Three of these waste streams - dry recyclables,
p-d WEI& and food waste
- form the bulk of the
recyclable waste stream. Some special wastes are
also capable of being recycled.
Dry recyclable materials represent the so-called
“dry fraction” of the recyclable waste stream. These
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are the materials (paper, glass, metals, etc.) that
usually come to mind when we think of recycling and
which are collected by most curbside or commercial
recycling programs.
Yard waste and food waste represent the
organic or “wet fraction” of the recyclable waste
stream.
These are the materials that provide potential
feedstocks for municipal composting programs and
similar end-uses. (For more information on this see
“Composting Program Options”, p.84).
In addition to common household hazardous
wastes, special wastesincludes some materials with
recycling potential, such as motor oil, tires and white
goods (e.g., household appliances).
Based on volume alone, the waste diversion
opportunities offered by these waste streams is
impressive.
While accurate national data on the composition
of municipal waste in Canada are not currently
available, comparable data (based on weight) for the
United States indicate that the major recyclable
waste streams comprise the vast majority ofthe total
municipal waste stream.
In 1988, paper and paperboard alone accounted
for 41 percent of the U.S. municipal waste stream,
followedbymetals at8.7percent, glass at 8.2percent,
and plastics (allvarieties) at 6.5 percent. Additionally,
yard wastes accounted for 17.9 percent and food
wastes 7.9 percent.
All together, these materials accounted for over
90 percent of the total municipal waste stream.
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Materials Discarded into the
Municipal Waste Stream in 1986
_ Paper/Paperboard

41%

Misc. inorganic
waste 2% -

I/
Glass 8%

Rubber
.
Textile
Wood 8%

Source: Franklin Associates, 1988
Likemajor waste generators, the municipal waste
stream may vary significantly from one municipality
to the next, depending on geographical location,
climate, community size, residential/non-residential
mix, the local economy, ‘and other related factors.
Caution should be taken in attempting to apply
national figures directly to a specific municipality.
However, currently available data for the
composition of municipal waste indicates that most
municipalities have the potential to divert substantial
amounts of waste from disposal through recycling
and composting.
Given a comprehensive recycling and composting
program, a 50 percent waste diversion goal by the
year 2000 is conceivably within the reach of many
municipalities. By adding waste (source) reduction
programs, municipalities couldincrease that potential
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significantly. However, this level of involvement
goes beyond what is currently undertaken by most
municipalities.
In designing
a local recycling program,
a
municipality must first analyze the composition of its
waste stream.
Depending on local conditions, this process may
require a significant investment of time and money.
If such an undertaking is beyond the capabilities of a
municipality, data from waste composition studies
prepared by similar communities or visual surveys
on the composition of loads delivered to local lamElls
may help in gauging municipal recycling potential.
Many municipal recycling programs have relied on
these inexpensive methods for determining their
own waste composition andidentifying key recyclable
materials.

Dry RecyclableMaterials
Because dry recyclable materials are the central
focus of most municipal recycling programs they are
highlighted here in detail. Typically, dry recyclables
are collected through drop-off depots, at the curbside
in residential collection programs or through multifamily residential or commercial sector recycling
programs.
Most are generated to some degree by all major
waste generators, although certain sectors generate
specific materials in larger quantities than others.
Some of these materials (e.g. newspapers or scrap
steel) have been recycled for decades; others (e.g.,
mostplastics)arejustbeginningtoentertherecycling
picture.
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Thefollowingsummariesfocusonmajorcategories
of dry recyclables, their end-uses and general- market
outlooks.
Paper

Paper represents the largest volume of material
present in the municipal waste stream as well as the
greatest amount of recyclable material collected by
municipal recycling programs.
As a source of
secondary fibre, waste paper can be used by mills in
the production of newsprint, consumer paper
products, stationery and office paper, paperboard,
packaging, and building materials (i.e. wallboard,
insulation and rooting materials). As more recycling
programs come on line and as consumer demand
increases, more paper mills are expected to increase
their capacity to recycle paper.
It is important to distinguish between the many
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types of waste paper. Old newspaper (ONP) accounts
for a major portion of the residential waste stream.
Other types of waste paper generated in large
quantities by residential genera&s include mined
paper (magazines, junk mail, etc.) and boxboard
(cereal boxes, laundry detergent boxes, etc.). Old
corrugated card board (OCC) is produced in large
quantities by many commercial sector generators, as
is high-grade paper, including computer printout,
ledger paper from offices, and trim cuttings from
manufacturers. Premium prices are paid for some
waste papers, providing they meet market
specifications. However, ONP and mixed paper also
represent some of the most volatile markets for
recyclable materials, characterized
by wide
fluctuations in demand and price.
GZCZSS
Every year, large volumes of post-consumer glass are
recycled in a well established and historically very
stable market. Generally, old glass containers are
reprocessed into new containers. However, .the
number of applications for recycled glass is on the
rise, and includes processes for the manufacture of
fibreglass, asphalt, brick, andoutdoor siding product.
The number of brokers and secondary processors of
glass is rapidly expanding in North America due to
the involvement of the glass manufacturing industry,
beverage container deposit programs, local recycling
programs, and related factors. At the same time,
recycled glass is a relatively low value material that
is costly to ship. In addition, end-use market
specifications for glass (i.e. colour sorting and removal
of potential contaminants) are quite strict.
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Metals

Like glass, ferrous metals have a long history of
recycling that predates most municipal recycling
programs. Steel is probably recycled in greater
quantities than any other recyclable material,
primarily in the form of scrap from discarded cars
and appliances. Steel and tin can recycling through
municipal programs is also on the upswing. Steel can
beeasilyseparatedfromothermaterialsviamagnetic
separation during processing.
Additionally, a growing number of industries are
interested in reclaiming tin and other metals which
may be plated, attached or alloyed to ferrous metals.
However, buyers tend to impose strict specifications
for recyclable steel, including a minimum of organic
contamination or rust.
While paper represents the largest recyclable
material by volume, aluminum represents the most
valuable. Because aluminum is so costly to produce
from primary feedstock, recycled aluminum is in
high demand in secondary-use markets. In the
manufacture of beverage containers, recycled
aluminium saves 95 percent of the energy normally
requiredfor primary production. Althoughit accounts
for a very small portion of the overall waste stream,
aluminum in the form of beverage containers is
among the most easily identifiable and collected
materials. While beverage containers are under
separate deposit systems in many provinces, they
continue to be collected through local recycling
programs.
In addition to beverage containers, other forms of
scrap aluminum (auto parts, eaves troughs, etc.) are
also potentially recyclable and have traditionally
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been collected by scrap dealers and brokers.
Ph8tiCS

Althoughplasticsencompassarelatively small portion
of the municipal waste stream, they also represent
one ofthe fastest growing segments. As the generation
ofpost-consumerplasti~continuestoexpand,plastics
recycling is expected to grow. However, this implies
significant progress in the development of a plastics
recycling infrastructure, which is still in the early
stages.
Currently, plastics recycling is largely focused on
beverage containers made of two materials:
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and high-density
polyethylene (HDPE). PET, widely usedin the bottling
of soft drinks, can be recycled for use in the
manufacture of plastic fibre-fill for clothing and other
insulated products, non-food containers, injection
moulded products, structural foam moulding, and
chemicals. HDPE, used in some provinces for fresh
juice containers and milk jugs, can be recycled for use
in the manufacture of a variety of products including
outdoor recreation equipment, fencing pipe, sheet
plastic, crates and pallets. Low-density polyethylene
(LDPE) recycling in the form of plastic bags is also
common in some parts of the country. LDPE can be
recycled back into plastic bags, plastic lumber and
other products.
In addition to the above materials, mixedplastics,
representing any number of plastic resins in the form
of yogurt containers, margarine tubs, plastic
containers and films, etc., can be also recycled into
simple objects such as park benches, trash containers
and car stops. Markets for these products, however,
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are still relatively new and undeveloped.
In the future, an expanded market for recycled
plastics andnewprocessingtechnologiesmay promote
increasedrecyclingofspecificplasticresinsincluding
polystyrene
(PSI, polyvinyl
chloride (PVC), and
polypropylene (PP>.
Special Recyclable Wastes
Some easily identifiable special wastes generated in
significant quantities, especially by the residential
sectors, are also candidates forinclusioninmunicipal
recycling programs. Some of these wastes, including
Lead-acid batteries, household batteries, used motor
oil and automobile tires, may be collected through a
numberofvenues, including curbside collection, dropoff centres, or hazardous waste collection programs.
Many municipalities have established special
hazardous waste collection days, while others have
permanent municipally operated depots for the
collection of such materials. Several provinces are
also currently investigating options for widespread
collection of special wastes. Additionally, some
retailers are beginning to investigate the use of
“return-to-retailer” programs for certain products
considered to be special or hazardous wastes.
Beyond potential market value, the primary
reason for recycling such materials is to divert them
from incineration or conventional landfllling where
they present significant disposal problems or post
environmental hazards. A typical lead-acid battery,
for example, contains 8 kilograms of lead and about
4.5 litres of sulphuric acid. Household batteries
contain several heavy metals. Improperly disposed
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motor oil is a major polluter of water ways, especially
in rural areas.
Successful recycling of such materials is highly
dependent upon available processing capabilities and
the accessibility of special end-use markets.
Unfortunately, these materials have sometimes been
exportedoverseasfordis~alorrecyclingincountries
where the lack of environmental regulation may
result in serious environmental contamination. In
other cases, they have been stockpiled where they
pose other potential environmental risks.
The most desirable option is to safely regulate
special waste recycling programs. In some cases,
however, there may be no alternative to disposal.
Recycling Program Options
Upon analyzing the number of waste generators,
recyclable waste streams and recyclable materials, a
municipality has many options to choose from and
decisions to make. Selecting the appropriate options
and making informed decisions while addressing
local conditions and municipal resources is not a
simple task.
The following section summa&es recycling
program options and outlines key decisions for several
areasofrecyclingprogram design,includingmarkets,
processing, collection, andpromotion and education.
In addition, options and key decisions are discussed
in another area of activity closely related to recycling
program design - cornposting.
Before examining recycling program options, it is
important to consider a few basic recycling “truths”
that apply to the design of any municipal recycling
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program. While reconciling them with one another
may not always be simple, ignoring any one is
guaranteed to create difficulties for a municipal
recycling program:
1

Recycling program8 are market-driven.

Recyclable materials are not truly “recycled” until
they have been delivered to end-use markets and
utilized for new purposes. Recycling programs
must workwithinthecontextofavailablemarkets
for targeted materials, or locate and develop new
markets. Failure to identify potential markets
could be a serious mistake. To emphasize this
point, the following section on program options
first considers available markets, then proceeds
“in reverse” to discuss processing and collection
options.
2

Recycling program
entire system.

design involves an

While the question of markets is an appropriate
starting point in program design, municipalities
will soon discover that all major program elements
are interconnected. For example, the number
and type of containers usedin a curbside recycling
program influences the design of the vehicle that
collects materials set out, whichin turninfluences
the design of the processing operation accepting
these materials - and vice versa. A program’s
overall design must be flexible enough to
accommodate “fine-tuning” as specific program
elements are developed and the actual program is
implemented.
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3

Recycling programs must balance
markets, revenues and wade diversion.

Divertingmorewastefromnear-capacitylandfills
and addressing new provincial waste diversion
goals have become major forces drivingmunicipal
involvement in recycling.
While markets may determine
which
materials are ultimately recycled, and revenues
from the sale of materials are seen as a potential
program benefit, it is waste diversion that is
considered the final measure of a recycling
program’s success.
Municipalities must balance their marketand revenue-driven objectives with the overriding
goal of maximizing waste diversion.
Markets
As the key element in any recycling program, markets
dictate the specific types, quantities and quality of
recyclable materials that can be sold. This has a
fundamental influence on a municipal recycling
program’s design and operation.
Without relatively secure markets for the
materials it collects, a recycling program could quickly
resort to stockpiling materials or disposing of them
by conventional means - despite the additional
investment made in collecting them.
Therefore, it is strongly recommended that new
municipal recycling collection programs begin by
closely examining the question of markets.
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Identifying

Materials Markets

It is critical to first identify which recyclable materials
are in demand within a given area, who purchases
them, and what specifications must be met in order
to sell these materials. This process is called a
market assessment. Ideally; a recycling program’s
major materials markets will be locally- or regionallybased, minimizing transportation costs and putting
the program in a competitive selling position.
Realistically, some markets may be national or even
international in scale.
There are two basic types of buyers for secondary
materials: end-users and brokers. End-users are
facilities or operations that actually reuse or reprocess
secondary materials for use in the manufacture of
new products (e.g. a glass manufacturer who uses
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postconsumer container glass in its furnaces or a
paper mill that accepts newsprint or scrap paper).
Brokers (or dealers) are intermediaries who purchase
materials and sell them to end-users. Typically,
brokersareabletostcckpilelargevolumes ofmaterials
in order to provide the quantities sought by endusers
and take advantage of market fluctuations.
There are established buyers for most of the
recyclable materials collected by municipal recycling
programs. However, buyers may not always be
located within a given area. Municipalities may deal
directly with either end-users or brokers. In reality,
the type of buyer will often be a function of an
industry operating locally or regionally. If an enduser of a particular material is located in the vicinity,
there may be no need to work through a broker.

Selling to ibterials

Markets

Regardless of the type of buyer, recyclable materials
may be sold on the open market or through a contract
sales agreement. On an open (or “spot”) market, a
buyer is sought for a specific material when the seller
has sufficient quantities or when the market is
favourable. This type of arrangement usually involves
greater fmancial risk on the part of the seller especially when markets are down.
Under a contract sales agreement, the purchase
of a specific quantity and quality of material at an
agreed price over a fixed period of time is negotiated.
Although contracts may vary in the obligations
assigned to the seller or buyer, they generally offer
the seller greater, albeit not complete, protection
from market fluctuations while guaranteeing a longterm outlet for materials. Municipalities involved in
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recycling often prefer contracts because ensuring a
stable outlet is a higher priority than maximizing
financial return on sales.
When smaller municipalities are not large enough
to generate sufficient volumes of materials to secure
markets by themselves, co-operative marketing
arrangements offer an added advantage. Generally,
this involves pooling materials
with other
municipalities (e.g., through a regional authority) to
guarantee the volume of materials required to attract
long-term market outlets. Economies of scale in
materials processing, collection design and other
aspects of program operations, that may be difficult
for individual reyclingprograms, can also be achieved
through such co-operative efforts. The Bluewater
Recycling
program
in Grand Bend, Ontario
demonstrates an excellent example of co-operative
recycling (see end of this chapter - p.98).
Market Development

A more favourable environment for municipal
recycling programs can be created by developing new
markets for recyclable materials.
Market development is the subject of government
attention and the focus of a number of provincial
studies and initiatives. It is an appropriate role of
governmeiit to take a lead in such efforts, supported
by the large scale involvement and investment of the
private sector. Without question, the larger the scale
of a market development program, the more
widespread its impact on the recycling economy is
likely to be. While municipalities may not be the
major players in market development, there are
ways in which they can assist in developing markets
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for materials they collect.
Local markets may be developed by the mere
existence of recycling collection programs. New
municip~recyclingprogramscanprovideguaranteed
material inputs for local or regional enterprises that
purchase, process or remanufacture
recycled
materials. When municipalities work co-operatively
through a regional or province-wide strategy it is
possible to multiply their effectiveness in promoting
the development of new markets. A cooperative
recycling program in Grand Bend, Ontario has had
impressive results (see end of this chapter - p.98).
At the local level, dry recyclable materials
collection offers unique opportunities for “niche”
market development, particularly when the right
materials and entrepreneurial elements are brought
together. In some rural communities, for example,
the availability of inexpensive old newspaper has
helped stimulate the development of an alternative
market for animal bedding. New enterprises for
recycled plastics have also been stimulated as a
result of collection of post-consumer plastics. While
it is still prudent for any municipality to identify
secure markets for targeted materials before
establishing recycling collection programs, it is also
likely that potential markets for some materials may
not be realized until the program has begun.
Municipalities
can also promote market
development by purchasing products manufactured
from recycled or recyclable materials. A municipal
procurement
program
for recycled content or
recyclable products helps reinforce a municipality’s
investment in recycling collection or processing.
Additionally, some procurement efforts, such as
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requiring public works departments
to use
municipally produced compost in landscaping
operations, represent excellent opportunities to”close
the resource loop” by creating local markets for locally
generated materials.
Oncemunicipalprocure ment programs have been
established and documented, they can be promoted
as model procurement programs for adoption by
other local businesses and community institutions.
A tried and tested municipal procurement program
will help convince other groups that they can
incorporate “recycling-friendly” behaviour into their
internal procedures and practices. Local business
associations and public institutions canbe enlisted to
promote such programs. If an entire community or
region revises its procurement practices to favour the
purchase of recycled or recyclable products, the
potential impact on local market development could
be significant.
Overall Market !lhmds

Historically, natural resources and raw materials in
Canada have been plentiful and inexpensive, and
public policy has reinforced their consumption. Today,
despite the growing emphasis on conservation and
sustainable development, the nation’s economy from manufacturers to consumers - continues to be
biased towards the use of virgin materials.
In order to compete in this system, recyclable
materials must be available in significant quantities,
comply with strict end-user specifications, and be
highly competitive in terms of pricing.
While there is an emerging national and even
international economy for recyclable materials, a
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number of factors continue to challenge the
establishment of long-term, stable markets.
Market prices for materials may fluctuate
significantly, driven by a number of short-term factors
including changes in supplies ofvirgin stocks, energy
and transportation costs, government programs,
labour-related issues, economic downturns, markets
temporarily flooded with inexpensive materials (e.g.
a glut of old newspaper in certain market areas) due
to the success of established recycling programs.
Despite these variables, viable markets for most
of the recyclable materials collected by municipal
recycling programs exist in many areas of the country
and, when transportation costs are not a major factor,
in the United States or overseas.
Municipalities that have convenient access to rail
or port facilities may have an added advantage in
selling their recyclables to these distant markets.
If a long-term trend toward an economy tuned to
Sustainable Development and conservation of natural
resources takes hold, and new recycling options
continue to be developed, it is likely that end-use
markets for most recyclable materials will continue
to expand.
However, uncertainty and volatility in many
materials markets and regions will probably continue
to be a fact of life for local recycling programs during
the coming decade.
Processing
Materials processingincludes all those steps between
the collection of recyclables and their shipment to
market that are necessary
to meet buyer
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specifications. Processing provides the added value
capable of transforming materials from waste to
truly recyclable materials ready for a variety of end
uses. It also has an impact on the way materials are
initially source separated and collected. Without
comprehensive processing, brokers’ or end-users’
specifications could not be met, and materials would
be unable to meet the requirements of contract sales
agreements, and could not compete on the open
market.
Key Decisions: Processing
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Identify target recyclable materials
and their market specifications
Estimate volume of recyclable waste
stream requiring processing
Determine processing materials flow,
equipment needs and projected costs
Determine overall scale of municipal
processing operation
Determine degree of municipal
involvement in-proces&ng operation
Design processing facility and
materials flow
Promote interjurisdictional
co-operation to meet jointprocessing requirements

Processing

Procedures

and Equipment

Processing of recyclables normally covers a number
of basic steps, including: unloading of collection
vehicles, sorting, densifmation, storage, loading for
shipment, and shipment to market.
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Khy Steps- in I
: ibfaterids Processing operations

-* Unloading:
-Collection vehicles unload
recyclable materials at ti&&ls
pro&ssing&ility
l
Sorting:
: Contaminants are removed from
materials; materials are further
separated to meet quality
specifications
l
Densification:
Materials are densified and
prepared for shipment
l.
Loading:.
Materials are loaded in containers
and stored for shipment
l
Shipment:
Materials are shipped to market
Each stepofthe process has specific requirements
in terms of plant, equipment and labour that reflect
the overall scale ofthe operation, the specific materials
processed, and their end-use specifications. Most of
the actual processing usually takes place during
sorting and densification stages.
In materials sorting, for example, recyclable
materials are segregated into separate material
streams and contaminants are removed. If necessary,
further grade-sorting takes place during this stage
(e.g. separating coloured container glass into clear,
amber, and green). Equipment typically used during
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sorting includes air classifiers to isolate lighter
materials from heavier materials, and magnet&
separators to separate ferrous from non-ferrous
metals.
During the densification
stage, individual
materials are condensed for shipment to market.
Equipment typically used during densification
includes balers to bale such materials as ONP,
cardboard and plastics, o?ensi@rs to form aluminum
andsteelcansintodensecubes, andcrusherstoprocess
colour-sorted glass into ground glass or cullet.
Other equipment for moving and handling
materials commonly used in processing operations
include skid steer loaders, front-end loaders, ramps,
conveyors, gaylords, trailers, forklifts, blowers, rolloff containers, and weigh scales.
There are a number of factors critical to the
success of materials processing operations.
Economies of scaleare essential to guarantee the
volumes of materials necessary to meet market
demand at a competitive price.
Operationale/j%Aencies arenecessarytominimize
the number of materials handling requirements and
maximize equipment utilization, thus controlling
processing costs.
In addition, sufficient processingcapucity to meet
potential storage and expansion requirements and
flexibility
to accommodate new materials and
processing technologies are also critical to a processing
facility’s long-term success.
Addressing all these factors is not a simple task,
especially when considering the costs that may be
involved. A full-fledged processing operation may
entail significant capitalinvestments and operational
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expenses. However, due to such factors as unstable
materials markets or high transportation costs, sales
of processed recyclable materials cannot always be
expected to cover these costs.
Scale of Processing

Operatiod

There are a number of factors that influence the scale
of a materials processing operation. The greater the
number of materials collected or degree of
commingling at the point of collection, the more
complex the processing requirements. At the same
time, the more demanding the end-use market
specifications, the more stringent the processing
standards. When both these factors come into play,
a full-fledged materials processing operation may be
necessary.
Depending on the costs, centralized materials
recovery facilities
(MRFs) can be designed to
accommodate practically any level of processing
requirements.
In some situations, however,
operations providing intermediate or even minimal
processing may be all that are required.
The single most important factor influencing the
scale of processing required by a municipality is
collectionprogram size. If a recycling program serves
a large population and collects significant quantities
of materials, the municipality wilI likely need to be
involved in a full-fledged materials processing
operation. This might occur by directly participating
in ownership and/or operation of a MRF, or by
contracting a private firm for processing services.
On the other hand, smaller recycling programs
with lower volumes may find it more appropriate to
provide minimal materials processing or simply
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storage and transfer of materials, while relying on
co-operative efforts with other municipalities or
jurisdictions or the private sector for the provision of
more centralized processing services.
Collection
Collection encompasses all those steps required to
move recyclable materials from the source of
generation to a transfer facility or processing
operation. It is through source separation and
collection of recyclables that materials are actually
diverted from disposal. Because collection is the
most visible element of a municipal recycling program,
it is often seen as synonymous with the entire recycling
process. In reality, collection is only the first stage.
Key- Decisions:. b-f&r’ Collectkya Options

S&&t cOllection pro&&i options that
match Id.tia&e
sector& irecyclirble
waste streams, targeted reyclaljle
material
l
Select collection program optisns that
match identified materi& markets.md required processing -operati&s
l
.Prio@ze majortiollection programS.
-for implementation
+. Phase implemei&ititin of t&ge&d j
-co~iectiotiprograms
::I;:.::
..
l

Given the number of waste generators and recyclable
waste streams, a municipal recycling program has
numerous collection options from which to choose.
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-Multli-family collection:
.Participants source separate their
:.recyclables and bring them.to-a
centralised storage area for
collection
* : Commercial &i.iectiom
Participants source separate their
recyclables and bring them to a
centralised storage area for
collection
A municipal recycling collection program can be
as simple as a single drop-off recycling depot or as
ambitious as a comprehensive collection program
providing pick-up of recyclable and compostable
materials from homes, apartments and businesses.
Most municipal recycling programs fall somewhere
in between.
Generally, the smaller the community, the less
complex the recycling program required. However,
given ambitious new waste diversion goals, the long-
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term trend may be one of growing municipal
involvement in all forms of recycling collection.
Mqjor Recycling

Collection

Options

Recycling collection options can be categorized into
four basic types of operations: drop-off/buy-back,
curbside, multi-family, and commercial collection.
Drop-off collection
requires participants to
source separate recyclable materials and bring them
to designated drop-off collection sites. Drop-off
facilities range from simple, self-service materials
collection containers to large, fully-staffed, multimaterial collection depots. Such facilities are normally
located in areas accessible to the public, such as
commerial areas, shopping centres, schools or other
public buildings.
Drop-off collection programs are well suited to
small and/or rural communities, where lower
population densities, smaller volumes of recyclables,
or higher numbers of self-hauling waste generators
may not justify more complex or expensive collection
systems.
Drop-off facilities are also useful as low-cost
alternatives, back-up options, or transitional waste
diversion strategies for residential or commercial
collection programs in larger communities.
Because users of drop-off facilities are responsible
for both source separation and delivery of materials
to the designated collection site, participation in such
programs is often relatively low. As a result,
communities relying exclusively on drop-off facilities
may experience some difficulty in achieving their
potential for maximum waste diversion.
However, in some small towns or isolated rural
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communities, drop-off centres may be the only real
alternative for recycling collection. A volunteer dropoff program
in rural Nova Scotia has worked
remarkably well (see end of this chapter - p.102).
At the same time, drop-off participation can be
significantly increased when facilities are located
near landfill sites or transfer stations. Adjunct dropoff facilities often boast high materials recovery rates
- especially when they are operated in combination
with waste exchanges or materials r-e-use centres.
Additionally, effective promotion and education
programs and the involvement of community
nonprofit groups can help further boost participation
in drop-off collection programs.
Buy-back collection refers to drop-off centres
that offer various financial incentives, such as cash
paid for materials, as a way to encourage public
participation.
Beverage container depots are a
common example of buy-back operations.
In the province of Alberta, for example, beverage
container depots are based on a variable deposit fee
placed on different types and sizes of beverage
containers, while in Manitoba depots work in a nondepositsetting(seeendofthischapter
-pp.lOO& 102).
Buy-back operations may also be operated on a
localized scale and accept numerous types ofrecyclable
materials.
Curbside collection
requires participants to
source separate their recyclables and place them at
the curbside (or in an alley) for pick-up by a designated
collection vehicle. In addition to single family
households, curbside recycling programs sometimes
serve smaller low-rise multi-family units or small
commercial accounts where this type of collection is
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feasible: for example, urban storefronts, restaurants
and bars.
Since curbside programs are so convenient, they
often have a higher level of participation and recovery
than drop-off programs. While such programs are
more complex to set up and costly to operate, the costper-tonne to divert material may compare favourably
with fully costed alternative waste management
options.
Curbside recycling is normally best suited to
larger cities, suburban communities, or small towns
involved in co-operative programs for collection and
processing of recyclable materials. Although the
curbside option is perhaps the most widely recognized
form of recycling collection, it can vary significantly
from one municipality to the next. Municipalities
setting up curbside collection have a number of
important choices to make which are described in
more detail later in this chapter.
Multi-family
collection requires residents of
apartment buildings, high-rises, and other large
multi-unit residential structures not suited to curbside
collection to source separate their recyclables and
place them in special containers for centralizedstorage
and pick-up. Centralizedpick-up sometimes requires
collection systems quite different from those used in
curbside recycling. In addition, the wide variety of
building types may necessitate different collection
approaches within the same program. Since multifamily garbage is often collected with commercial
waste, recycling programs for these units frequently
require the involvement of private haulers and
recyclers.
Implementing a municipal multi-family recycling
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collection program typically involves conducting an
assessment of the local multi-family housing stock,
including number of units, locations, structure types,
andexistinggarbage collection practices. In addition,
individual residential structures must be assessed in
order to design proper collection and storage systems.
Such assessments normally cover physical restraints
to collection,
type of collection
containers,
intermediate storage areas, resident participation,
and building manager involvement. Actual collection
system design involves addressing such issues as
number and type of collection vehicles, number of
stops per vehicle, and sorting and rooting procedures.
Commercid collection generally requires waste
generators to place recyclable materials in special
containers for centralized storage and pick-up by a
commercial waste hauler or recycling company. As
noted earlier, smaller businesses and commercial
facilities can sometimes be integrated into curbside
collection programs. For the most part, however,
commercial recycling differs from drop-off, curbside
and even multi-family collectionin a number ofways,
including the nature of commercial waste generators,
their waste streams, types of materials collected, and
collection systems required.
The significant diversity of the commercial/
institutional and industrial waste stream means
that commerial collection can change significantly
from one facility to the next. This makes collection of
recyclables more complex and challenging for haulers.
Setting up a recycling collection program for an
individual, industrial, commercial or institutional
facility involves a number of discrete activities. These
usually include:
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Conducting an audit of the waste stream,
Identifying markets for targeted recyclable
materials,
Determining specific storage, container and
equipment needs,
Contacting a hauler or municipal collection
progr-,
Promoting employee involvement and training
participants, and
Monitoring materials recovery rates, revenues
and costs once collection has begun.

Obviously, promoting commercial recycling on a
community-wide basis is a far more ambitious task.
At the same time, the potential to increase overall
municipal waste diversion is also quite high.
Although some commercial sector materials such
as corrugated cardboard and office paper have been
recycled for years, comprehensive commercial
recycling has been slower to develop than curbside or
multi-family recycling collection programs.
Most municipalities have only begun activities in
commercial recycling. In part, this is due to the lack
of direct municipal involvement in commercial waste
hauling.
However, in order to achieve ambitious new waste
diversion goals, many municipalities are realizing
that they must take a stronger role in promoting
commercial recycling - if not through direct
participation in collection, then by other means.
The Region of Peel in Ontario has embraced an
impressive commercial waste diversion program (see
end of this chapter - p.104).
In addition to collection, municipal involvement
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in commercial recycling may include such diverse
activities as:
1 Information
and technical assistance
programs for businesses and institutions (e.g.
providingwaste audits, and how-toliterature);
2

Programs for the development of commercial
recycling infra-structures (e.g. assistance to
commercial haulers, market development,
materials exchange programs);

3

General promotional
and educational
activities (e.g., commercial recyclinghotlines,
business awards programs); and

4

Adoption of municipal ordinances and
standards to provide increased incentives for
commercial recycling (e.g. disposal bans,
differential disposal rates).

Residential

Curbside Recycling

Collection

It should come as no surprise that curbside recycling
has been the most rapidly expanding form ofmunicipal
recycling in recent years, particularly in the nation’s
urban areas.
Across Canada, the growing interest in curbside
programs results from a number of trends focusing
public attention on the nation’s solid waste problems
and actions that individuals can undertake in their
own homes. At the same time, curbside has provided
many municipalities with effective, often politically
popular, strategies for promoting increased waste
diversion. The City ofEdmonton, for example, boasts
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a particularly successfil curbside collection program
(see end of this chapter - p.106).
As a result of its popularity, curbside recycling
has been established, or is in the planning stages, in
most major Canadian urban centres.
For municipalities that have yet to become
involved in recycling and which demonstrate
appropriate local conditions(i.e. available markets,
suitable population densities and sufficient volumes
of materials), curbside recycling offers a logical first
step in the development of a comprehensive waste
diversion program.
.
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Determine lev$of sorting reqtiired of
Creys during coll&tion
l
Select pieferred design andmanufacture of collectioxi vehicles
l
Design most efficient colkction routes
l
Determine frequency and timing of
collection service
l
Consider additional-participation
requirements’(e.g. mandatory source
separation)
While setting up a curbside recycling collection
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system may be less challenging than multi-family or
commercial recycling, there are a number ofimportant
design and implementation decisions that make it
more complex than normal garbage collection design.
Major variables which must be consideredinclude:
number and type ofmaterials collected, level of source
separation, number and type of containers, level of
curbside sorting, type ofcollection vehicle, and design
of collection routes. Addressing these variables will
determine the overall design of the curbside collection
system.
Determining the number and type of materials
involves selecting which recyclable materials will be
set out for pick up. An understanding of the
composition of the local residential waste stream, as
well as major collection and processing considerations,
is necessary in making this decision. Initially, not all
materials immediately available in the waste stream
maybe selected for collection. Collection of some may
be deferred due to low volumes, unavailable markets,
or lack of buyers. Yet, new materials may be added
for collectionifthese conditions change as the program
grows and develops.
Once materials have been selected, the level of
source separation required of residents must be
determined. After segregating recyclables from the
rest of their household waste and preparing them for
collection, residents may be required to sort them
into several distinct material streams. Materials
may be fully source separated (i.e. three or more
distinct waste streams), partially commingled (e.g.
combining glass, metal and plastic containers) or, in
some cases, fully commingled (e.g. all materials in
one large container). Specific source separation
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requirements will reflect the type of materials
collected, as well as collection and processing
considerations.
Source separation requirements combined with
the chosen collection methodology will dictate the
number
and type of containers
required.
Generally, most curbside recycling programs use one
to three containers per household, whether the
materials aresourceseparated,partia.llycommingled,
or fully commingled. Notre-Dame-des-Prairies
in
Q&bee is currently testing a new Blue B&approach
to collecting commingled recyclables (see end of this
chapter - p.108.
Other container types may vary
from single buckets or bins (e.g.. Canada’s ubiquitous
“Blue Box”) to three-way stackable bins or even large
roll-out containers. Standardixing the size and type
of containers used, and providing them to program
participants, benefits municipal recycling programs
in terms of increased participation levels, greater
collection efficiencies, and improved program
visibility. These containers may be paid for by the
municipality or by residents themselves. Cardboard
boxes, recycled plastic food pails, or paper, cloth and
plastic bags may be used in lieu of “formal” collection
containers - or to augment such containers when
additional capacity is required.
Depending on the level of source separation
required of participants, the number of containers
and type of processing, some level of additional
curbside sorting by vehicle crews at the point of
collection may also be required.
All these factors, in turn, will affect the type of
collection vehicles used. Vehicles may vary widely,
from traditional step vans, flat beds, trailers and
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even garbage packer trucks, to newer, customdesigned vehicles including open body and closed
body recycling trucks, low profile closedbody trucks,
and hydraulic side loading trucks. There are distinct
advantages and disadvantages to all of these vehicle
types. Generally, traditional vehicle designs tend to
be less adept at curbside recycling collection, often
requiring some level of retrofitting. Newer vehicles
designed expressly for curbside collection of
recyclables are usually more efficient, although they
may also require significant capital investments.
Ultimately, curbside collection culminates in the
actual design of collection routes. Essentially, the
design ofeach collection route is basedon the projected
number of “pass-bys” or residentialaccounts that can
be served by a single vehicle. This design, in turn,
reflects several factors, including street layout,
housing densities, truck design, number of collection
crew per vehicle, actual collection hours, travel time
to and from the route, number of collection sorts, setout rate on a given collection day, and volume of
materials set out per household.
Other important curbside program design
variables include frequency of collection (i.e.
weekly, bi-weekly, monthly collection service), timing
of collection (i.e. collection provided on the same or
alternative
day as garbage collection),
and
participation
requirements
(i.e. whether
participation is voluntary or mandatory). Studies
have shown that more frequent collection, same-dayas-garbage service, and mandatory participation all
tend to increase the level of participation. However,
each of these decisions may have specific implications
and costs for a curbside collection program.
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Curbside Recycling Collection Design Crit&ia

*
l
l
l

Resident.Cotivehience
Collection Efficiency
Cost Effectheness :.
Materials +qgrit~

: .. ..

There are four basic criteria that can help
determine how a municipality works with these
variables: resident convenience, collection crew
efficiency, cost effectiveness, andmaterials integrity.
Generally, program variables that promote
increased convenience, cost effectiveness and
materials integrity will help ensure the success of a
curbside collection program.
Resident convenience is a function ofhow simple
it is to source separate, store and set out recyclables.
The more convenient the collection system is for
residents, the greater their paWrticipation.This can
significantly boost a program’s overall materials
recovery rates. Ideally, recycling collection should be
as convenient for participants as their regular garbage
collection service.
Collection ejficiency is largely a function of
loading and sorting onto a vehicle at the point of
collection. The simpler it is for collection crews to sort
and load materials, the less time is required to
service each household. This can boost a program’s
overall level of efficiency.
Cost effectiveness is critical. Inefficient or
inappropriate collection systems can become a
financial burden on a municipality. As such, the
equipment procured and procedures must mazimize
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collection crew and vehicle productivity.
Materiats integrity, or minimiring materials
contamination, will ensure that the highest possible
price can be secured in the marketplace. There are
basically three lines of defence in ensuring materials
integrity: sorting ofmaterials in the household, vehicle
crew sorting and collection, and the actual processing
of materials. By the time materials have passed
through these three filters, contamination should be
minimal.
Promotion and Education
Promotion and education are essential components
in implementing municipal recycling programs.
Without such activities, even the best collection,
processing and marketing systems cannot guarantee
a program’s success.
Key Decisions:
Recycling PronwtionlEducation
l

l

l

l

l

l

(PIE)

Determine basic P/E roles that match
local recycling programs
Select appropriate communication
.techniques
Match techniques to lo&l conditions.
and available resources
Develop .a phased implementation
strategy
l3uild on existing,mknicipal
informational progrqs. tid services
Develop an overall recycling program
theme
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A well-designed promotion/education
(P/E)
strategy can be instrumental in achieving and
sustaining a high level of participation, which
translates into greater materials recovery levels,
increased program cost effectiveness and, therefore,
overall program success.

9 Respondingi t@ requests foe::j.:: :
inform&ioxj :
l.
.: : :,:
The most extensive P/E programs are those
focussing on residential recycling. Thus, the following
examples are basedlargely on the residential recycling
P/E models. While most of the basic roles-identified
can be translated for commercial recycling programs,
the different waste generators, waste streams and
collection systems involved in commercial recycling
may require substantially different strategies and
techniques.
Basic PromotionlEducation

Roles

A comprehensive P/E strategy may perform up to six
basic roles: communicating
general information,
motivatingparticipation,
providingprogram
specijic
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information, instructing participants
in recycling
procedures, responding to requests for information,
andpromoting long-t&m behavioural change. While
these roles share the common objective of sustained
public involvement in recycling, they involve very
different kinds of messages, communication
techniques, and specifx end results.
recycling
Communicating
general
information creates a foundation for municipal

recycling programs by raising general public
awareness of solid waste issues and potential
solutions. Such an approach will help make a local
audience more receptive to specific recycling
information.
Encouraging public participation
involves
providingamotivationalmessage thatactuallymoves
potential participants to become involved. Such a
message may vary from - “you can help protect our
environment” to “you can save on garbage disposal
costs” - depending on the program and nature of the
local community.
Once motivated, participants need to know what
is involved in recycling program participation.
Providing

program-specific

information

gives participants the basic facts they need to
participate - the Who, What, Where, and When
information. (Who will participate? What will they
actually be asked to do? Where and when will they be
required to do it?) Most participants will also require
actual instructions in whatever actions are necessary
to prepare their materials for collection - the “Howto” information. (How do they source separate their
materials, set them out at the curb or deliver them for
drogofl?)

I
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Instructing
participant8
in recycling
procedures
may involve the distribution
of

information
or
demonstrations.
Responding

even

face-to-face

recycling

to request8 for inform&ion

will

help handle all the specific questions and problems
that may arise once a program is up and running. For
example, many communities find that recycling
“hotlines” are essential to integrate new participants
into their programs and keep their programs running
smoothly.
Promoting

long-term

behavioural

change

through educational programs and other special
projects will help generate the sustained support
necessary to make recycling a permanent part of the
community - rather than just a passing fad.
Providing

feedback on a program’s

success

in meeting overall waste reduction goals can also be
an effective way to sustain public participation.
Promotion/Education

Technique8

There are many channels, or media, through which
Promotion/Education Techniques may be employed.
These range from the use of traditional advertising
and public relations approaches to provision of special
informationproducts speci&llydesignedtoinstruct
program participants in recycling.
Techniquescommonlyusedbymunicipalrecycling
programs include: -local news media (e.g. press
releases, articles for publication, public interest
programming), printed mate&h
(e.g. brochures,
mailers, program newsletters), advertising (e.g. ads
in local media, transit ads, billboards), special events
(e.g. press conferences,kick-off ceremonies,municipal
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proclamations), community-based
campaigns (e.g.
neighbourhood meetings, local canvassing, recycling
container distribution
programs), and other
information services (e.g. recycling hotlines, recycling
information booths, educational programs).
Some of these techniques may match specific P/E
roles. For example, neighbourhood meetings or
container distribution programs present ideal
opportunities to instruct participants in basic
recycling procedure, while recycling curricula for
local schools are useful in promoting long-term
behavioural change. Some techniques are most
effective whenusedinaparticularphaseofaprogram.
For example, special events are oRen used during
program start-up.
Most municipalities don’t employ all these
techniques, but rather combine them to form a
targeted, phased P/E strategy. The key is to select
information and activities that not only correspond
to the local recycling program, but also match local
conditions and available resources.
Recycling

Program

Theme

In developing P/l3 strategies, many municipalities
make use of an overall recycling program theme. A
theme can tie a variety of P/E activities together by
communicating a common visual identity and basic
recycling message. This will enhance overall program
visibility and reinforce the effectiveness of individual
P/E communication techniques.
Most program
themes have two elements: a program logo and
program slogan. A logo addresses the need for a
common visualidentity, while a slogan addresses the
need for a basic recycling message. Used together or
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separately, a logo and slogan can be worked into
almost any format, whether it is a basic informational
brochure, public service announcement, mobile
recycling exhibit, or household recycling container.
The basic guidelines in the development of all
P/E materials
are clarity,
consistency
and
professionalism.
CZarity means that the simplest images and
messages are the most easily communicated.
Consistency implies the repeated use of the
program theme in all communication efforts in order
to increase familiarity.
Professionalism, as in all things, calls for the
highest possible quality in design and editorial
standards. Silly images or cloying messages can
actually turn potential participants off, rather than
entice them to become involved.
Composting Program Options
Composting is a major waste management option
that offers municipalities the potential to divert an
entirely different portion of the municipal waste
stream - the “wet” or organic portion - from the land
fill. Given the significant volume of organics in the
waste stream - especially during peak growth seasons
- municipal composting can substantially increase
the overall amount of waste that is diverted from
disposal whenitiscombinedwithotherrecyclingand
waste reduction programs. Indeed, if municipalities
are to achieve high waste diversions levels, composting
programs are probably essential.
Composting is a controlled process of natural
degradation through which yard waste, food wastes
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and other degradable organic materials are reduced
in volume and converted into a nutrient-rich soil
additive (or humus) with a variety of applications in
gardening and landscaping. In some circumstances,
this product may have considerable commercial
potential.

Like recycling programs for dry recyclable
materials, municipal composting programs are
designed by moving through the same basic set of
decisions -identifying available or potential markets,
determining necessary processingrequirements, and
developing appropriate collection systems - although
the order of these steps may be different.
These decisions, in turn, are influenced by the
overall scale of composting operation that is possible
given available waste volumes and other local
conditions.
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Basic Composting Approaches

Three very different approaches are technically
available to most municipalities in developing
municipal
composting
programs:
backyard
composting, centralized composting, and municipal
solid waste (MSW) composting. Backyard composting
and centralized
composting
offer the most
immediately feasible and affordable alternatives for
most Canadian municipalities. These options are
described more fully below.
In MSW cornposting, manual and mechanical
preprocessing is used to isolate the compostable
portion of the municipal waste stream (i.e. yard
wastes, food and organic wastes, and such organic
fractions as paper) in order to prepare it for large
scale composting. Such separation can be part of a
“full stream” processing system which simultaneously
serves a number of waste management options,
including composting, recycling, and preparing
“refuse-derived” fuels. Actual composting involves a
relatively high level of technology involving in-vessel
systems or digesters. Still considered a developing
waste management option in North America, MSW
composting is beginning to attract widespread
interest. At the same time it has yet to fully prove
itself, especially in terms of the quality (i.e. level of
contamination)andmarketabilityofthefinalcompost
product.
While other large-scale composting systems are
becoming more available (e.g. composting of
agricultural
and animal wastes, wastewater
treatment sludge, or “co-composting” of municipal
solid waste with sewage sludge), they are also more
technically demanding than centralized composting
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and relatively new to the North American scene.
Backyardcomposfinginvolvestheconstruction
of compost piles by individual residents on their
property where organic yard and household wastes
maybe diverted. Because collection ofthese materials
can be reduced or even eliminated in its entirety at
the source of generation, backyard composting can
technically be considered a form of waste (source)
reduction.
While residents can build their own backyard
composting systems, numerous prefabricated or
easily-assembled composting devices designed for
home use are also commercially available in a rapidly
expanding market. The most common role played by
municipalities in establishing backyard composting
is to provide residents with information and technical
assistance. Subsidizingthepurchaseanddistribution
of composting devices is another potential option for
municipalities
seeking to promote backyard
composting.
Depending on specific local conditions including
climate and available vegetation,
backyard
composting can be established in almost any type of
municipality. Not a great deal of space or material is
required.
Preliminary
studies on backyard
composting reveal that it has the potential to be a
highly cost-effective waste diversion option. One such
study in Newcastle, Ontario has shown impressive
results (see end of this chapter - p.110).
Like recycling itself, backyard composting also
offers citizens the opportunity to take the waste
stream into their own hands, so to speak, and to
become more responsible for their own actions as
generators of waste. It is an option with distinct
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appeal for many Canadians.
Centraked
composting is a more appropriate
- albeit ambitious - waste management option for
municipalitieswithsignifica.ntorganicwast.estreams,
major markets for commercial-grade compost, and
an established waste collection infrastructure. In
this system, such materials as leaves, grass clippings,
other organic yard and garden waste, food waste, or
a combination of the above, are collected from
residences by the municipality or its agent, and
delivered to a centralized facility for use as a feedstock
for a large-scale composting facility. (Brush, stumps
and wood waste may also be included in centralized
composting but only if they have been mechanically
chipped.)

In a centralized composting process, organic
materials are typically placed in windrows
or
elongated piles where decomposition begins at a rate
dependent on the levels of oxygen and moisture, and
the presence of nutrients. Actual decomposition is
caused by micro-organisms which feedon the available
nutrients. The metabolic activity of these organisms
alters the chemical composition of the material,
generating heat, releasing moisture and-reducing
overall material volume. As the supply of nutrients
begins to decline, the generation of heat slows and
the material cools. Ultimately, a dark, rich humus
results. While certain forms of human or mechanical
intervention may alter the speed or intensity of the
composting process, it is essentially a natural one.
Centralized composting may involve varying
levels of technical complexity - from minimal and low
technology compos ting systems which have relatively
low capital and operating costs, to intermediate and
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high technology systems which have relatively high
capital and operating costs. In typical lower-tech
operations, little more than forming and turning
windrows takes place. Higher tech operations may
use machines to turn windrows, and vessels or other
mechanical systems to contain and control the
composting process.
Generally, minimal and low-tech systems require
more time for the organic degradation process to
occur (18 months to three years). They may also have
larger space requirements to allow proper aeration of
organic materials and buffering from surrounding
land uses. Higher tech systems, on the other hand,
generally require less time (6 months or less), while
space requirements vary depending on the exact type
oftechnology used Economies of scale for centrahzed
yard waste composting do not necessarily result by
increasing the overall size of the facility.
Centralized composting is a complex technology
requiring specialized expertise.
Municipalities
wishing to implement it would be wise to consider the
existing expertise of waste management companies,
as well as the amount of compostable material
available, distance between collection routes and
composting site, markets, overall cost, and local or
provincial regulations controlling such operations.
Compost Markets

Markets are as integral to centralized composting
programs as they are to programs for dry recyclable
materials. Without markets or some form of outlet
for the final product, a compost program would have
difficulty surviving. Typical end-use markets for
compost include agricultural operations, nurseries,
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greenhouses, and individual homeowners’ lawns and
gardens.
Compost products may also be used
internally by municipal public works and parks
departments for landscaping and related programs,
or by highway departments for roadway and median
strip landscaping. Finally, compost may be sold or
distributed free of charge to local residential or
institutional users; in one sense, they have already
paid for the material.
In addition to producing compost in significant
volumes to meet market demands, the final product
must meet strict product specifications for purity,
appearance, porosity, texture, consistency and
chemical balance. Not surprisingly, concerns over
the quality of compost produced by municipal
composting operations tend to be higher than for
commercially available soil additives. Thus, assuring
a contaminant-free
product is critical to the
marketability of compost produced by municipalities.
This implies a strict monitoring and product testing
program on the part of the compost operation.
Program Costs and Benefits
As mentioned in Chapter 1 of this handbook (see
“0verview:MunicipalSolidWasteandMunicipalities
in the 1990s) the rising cost of waste collection and
disposal services is one of the major forces working to
promote increased source reduction, recycling and
composting at the local level. As it becomes more
expensive to collect and dispose of our waste,
incentives for municipalities to create cost-effective
alternatives to traditional collection and disposal of
solid waste continue to grow.
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Such waste management alternatives have the
potential to save on the cost of disposal and, with
carefulplanningandimplementation, offsetprogram
costs with revenues from the sale of recyclable
materials ormunicipallyproducedcompost. However,
even with such strong incentives in place and the
added prospect ofrevenues, the costs ofimplementing
such programs can represent a significant investment
on the part of a municipality. Program cost is a major
factor for any municipality to consider in seeking to
increase the amount of waste it diverts from disposal.
And, as in all things, there is no such thing as a free
lunch.
Source reduction presents a relatively new concept
in waste diversion, and it benefits a community
primarily through the avoided cost of disposal.
Furthermore, there is a challenge in .accurately
monitoring the impact of specific source reduction
measures. These factors make it difficult to assess
the cost-effectiveness of municipal source reduction
efforts. However, there are indications that source
reduction may be a cost-effective option and the
measurement of its precise benefits and costs will
undoubtedly be the focus of much discussion and
analysis over the coming decade.
By contrast, municipal recycling and composting
programs have a longer history ofimplementation at
the local level and are easier to quantify through
reportingandmaterials handled. Untilfairlyrecently,
the economics of such programs were largely
determined by the value of the materials generated
and sold. However, as the costs of traditional forms
of disposal have escalated, recycling and composting
are also increasingly measured in terms of their
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waste diversion impact and the cost of avoided
disposal.
There is no, one, recommended method by which
a municipality can determine the cost of a proposed
recycling or composting program. However, given
the importance of ensuring that any program does
not become an economic burden, it is critical that
every municipality carefully assess the relative costs
and benefits of becoming involved in such waste
management options. While it is beyond the scope of
this handbook to provide specific formulae or
schedules for estimating individual recycling or
composting program costs, the following discussion
may help in identifying basic factors that should be
taken into consideration.
Analyzing Program Benefits and Costs
Benefit-cost analyses can be used to compare the
relative economic benefits of a specific municipal
recycling or composting program. Simply put, if the
benefits of a program are projected to exceed its costs,
the program may be deemed to make economic sense
for a municipality. Alternative approaches to specific
programs can also be assessed for their relative
economic advantages.
For example, which makes more sense in a
curbside collection program: full source separation of
materials with fewer processing requirements or full
commingling with greater processing requirements?
Benefit-cost analyses can help in determining the
least-cost options. In using benefit-cost analyses, it
is critical that accurate information be used in
assessing such programs.
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Three general categories of benefits can be
calculated in a benefit-cost analysis:
1
2

3

revenues from materials,
savings to existing municipal solid waste
management operations, and
direct program grants and other subsidies.

Revenues are based on the sales of materials
collected or produced. Generally, revenues increase
with the size of the program and amount of materials
generated. It should be remembered, however, that
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actual revenues accrued are highly dependent on the
identification and availability of end-use markets
and favourable market conditions for specific
materials.
Savings can be measured in the cost reduction
for other elements of a municipal solid waste
management
system, e.g. landfill disposal,
transportation, collection, or facilities operation.
Grants and subsidies that assist with program
costs (i.e. government funding or in-kind donations
such as land or facilities) can also be considered as
benefits.
There are three general categories of costs:
1
2
3

Capital costs,
Start-up costs, and
Operation and maintenance (O&M) costs.

costs include such items as land,
buildings, processing equipment, collection vehicles,
and .recycling containers. Financing of such items
can also be considered a form of capital costs. When
certain program operations, such as collection or
processing, are contracted out, municipal capital
expenditures can be greatly minimized.
Start-up costs are one-time program expenses,
such as program kick-off campaigns or environmental
review costs, that do not involve capital investments.
Operation and maintenance costs focus largely
on labour, including salaries and benefits, as well as
such operational expenses as vehicle fuel, utilities,
insurance, licenses, maintenance, and repairs.
Program operations that are provided by contractors
are also considered to be O&M costs.
Capitul
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Specific benefits and costs of recycling or
composting programs will vary significantly,
depending upon the municipality, the design of its
program, its current solid waste management system,
local conditions, and related factors.
No, two, municipal programs will have exactly
the same benefits and costs. For example, ifcollection
and processing of recyclable materials is contracted
out to private firms, there may be no revenues from
the sale of materials, or no direct savings due to
reduced collection costs or tipping fees.
In developing a benefit-cost analysis, it is critical
to incorporate specific program features in order to
produce an accurate assessment of actual costs and
benefits.
Calculating a program’s benefits involves a
number of specik tasks. For a municipal recycling
program, these include:
1 Estimating the amount of material that will
be recovered,
2 Projecting annual revenue from the sale of
recovered materials, and
3 Determining the annual value of other
identified program benefits.
Each of these calculations may involve a series of
very specific calculations.
Estimating recovered materials, for example,
involves determining the annual amount of waste
available, the composition of the waste stream in the
collection area, and the expected participation of
individual waste generators.
Projecting revenues involves estimating the
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amount of individual materials collected multiplied
by their projected sales price.
Determining the value of other benefits may
involve any number of calculations, depending on the
municipality and its specific program design. All of
these factors are then used to calculate total annual
benefits.
Calculating a program’s costs is a little less
complicated. It basically involves adding individual
capital expenditures and annual O&M costs. Capital
expenditures covered by grants are not included in
this calculation, while O&M costs are adjusted to
reflect anticipated annual increases or decreases in
costs.
Once total benefits and costs have been
determined, they need to be accurately compared
against each other.
Whatever the method of
comparison, it should take into consideration the fact
that different costs are incurred at difTerent times
during the life of the program.
Major capital investments typically occur before
a program is rolled out, start-up costs occur at the
point of implementation, and O&M costs are ongoing. Using a “present net valuen analysis, for
example, the sum of the present net value over the
program’s life is divided by its initial capitai costs. If
the result is greater than one, the project can be
considered economically justifiable.
When comparing different program approaches,
the one with the highest benefit-cost value could be
considered the best program - albeit from an economic
point of view.
While benefit-cost analyses provide useful
economic indicators of a recycling or composting
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program’s likely costs and benefits, municipalities
would do well to remember that any other number of
qualitative factors, provincial or municipal policy,
public opinion, or local political initiatives will
ultimately come into consideration in deciding its
future involvement in such programs.
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Co-operativeSmull Town Recycling in OntaGo

.

.Bluewater &ycIing, headquartered & Grand Be&,
Ontario, -is one oc Canada’s leading examples. of
s&&A&l
small town ticy&ng. Bluewateris s.truly
cooperative program: thirty-seven munic~paMie8 in
four counties market ~~ondary materials jointly,
share a commOn- multi-material processing facility
an.d co-ordinate collection, promotion and other
recycling program activities,
Thirty of the particip&ng municipalities protide
curbside. recycling se&i&e to. a total of 30,000
households:- The seven remaining communities rely
once&al&edd&o~
TheBluewatei-programcollect&
a .broad range of re&iential materials, ~inchiding :
newspaper, cI&ar atid: ‘coloured glass, .food: and.
beverage .catis, inixed- plastics, alaini&ti~ ftiil
coiitainers, ~oorrUgat%dcardboard, mag&inea and.
..
:
telephone books.
~Bluew+terRecyclingisaIsoactiveintheoi~~mmerciaV
izistitutional and industriai sectors, oollecting Blue.
Box materials; in addition to corrugated:cardboard,.
~spape~andt4jl~phonebooks~mlocalbusine~s;
The program also offers-waste audits and promotes
wa& exchange,
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and ptic&u&g,
ptic&&g,
-the program has been abIe ti. ship
mziterials cost&ffeotively :t& established
materials
e&&i&ed
markets in
major .Cities.
~Cities. : ,Further, -program. managers- have
aggres&ely .developed new markets, such as using
sbredded.paper for animalbedding. As a r&m& some
secondary :-mat&i&: processors -and end-users are
considering~locating iu the Bluewat& service area.
.: Overall; ~luewate~,.Recycling
.convincingly
demonstrates~ thatit-nirail-recycling ‘and Oomposting
can be both highlyefficient
bighlyeffioient andcoriteffective. In 1989
the co-operative divert&din average of more than 38
per&ant of the local jsolid waste’ stream from the
landfill. .Tbie- successful. co-operative- endeavour
aontinues to. expand; ga&ing ’ -new. members and
launching new-recycling and composting initiatives.

For additional information contact:
Francie Veilleux
Bluewater Recycling
PO Box 1330
Grand Bend, Ontario, NOM 1To
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For additional information

contact:

Lance Morrison
MSDR l-20 Bentall St.
Winnipeg, Manituba R2X 3A9
(294) 69445249
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In February 1999,
19&k, a volunteer committee set up
‘Riverlake Recyclers to serve the rural conununities
of :Wellington Fl&chei% Lake+ Windsor
Wide&
hnction,
&u&ion,
LakeviewandFallRiver,approximately96kilometres
from Bilifar, Nova Scotia.
~Amonthlydropoffatalocalhighschoolnowc&lects
aluminum and tin cans, glass, plastic (LDPE) bags,
corrugated cardboard, newspaper and computer and
bond paper.
This .drop-off -presently serves
.approximately 2,090 hou&holdg with collection on
the seoond Saturday of every month. Approximately
10 per&e& ofthe households served participate in the
program.
Environmentalawarenesthroughpubliceducation
‘is a primary goal of the committee. ‘Ibis is achieved
through:one-on*ne contact ai the monthly drop-off
and through presentationsto local aommunity groups
and schools; I Promotional
methods include
distributing flyem posting signs in high visibility
locations;advertisinginlocalcommunitynewspapers
and making public service announcements -dnriitg
community radio time.
Participants are asked to clean and prepare their
materials for ~drop-off(e.g. cans flattene.d, containers
e materials are still inspected
at the.-sit.& Under the supervision. of committee
members, volunteers from loCalnon~p&it;&ommunity
groups (e.g.; Girl Guides, Boy ~&couts;PTA etc.1 sort
materials. In return, these groups receive the proueede
from material salsq:usually ranging’fi-om $96; $159
per collection;. The materials ar6 either transported
to a local.cleaiing house using a donated truck, .or
picked up by buyers.’
Despite its success to date, the future of the rural
drop-off is unclear, Its voluntary approach is less
capable -of handling fluctuations -#n -markets thr
municipal tiycling programs, (Most volunteer drop-

I
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:.
. . :. : . .
..: of& in Nova Scotia r&etitl$
stop’p&
taking
,.newsp;apergforerainple.):.::
:. :.:;I
...
..
i.. While .the City .of I3irliEajt’
-&~st&ing. a -Blue Bag
o&b&de- r&side&i& pq@a& 16; &ll&idn
of glass,
-ahiminum and n&ws$&e+ for-u&q ai+as, it has not
.. yet--de&d&d.’
yh&f’; .app&j&&~‘.:&illb&l:@&
in
s+un&&&d*ea&.ii.:
..:.. ;.,i ;: ,:.i.: i::y ;.
’

Haliftii- County, tih&% the cqnm+tie$
isivolved
in.the:Ri~er~ke Recycl&~ cOn&ttee are l&it&d; isian&ertain& thii point what kind tifiecyfingprogram
will be impl&m&ted..

For additimd

inform&on contact:

Susan Hawkins
Riverlake Recyckn
Site 7, Box 28, R.R. Xl
Windsor Junction,
Halifax County, Nova Scotia BON IV0
(902) 861-1009
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part jof ‘P&#i: :ti&iercial:
identify wh

program. ; : TheA- au&

did .not i+udi’ tiatirialti banned tim: d&pot&l.)
Material .diep&l batis have. also b&n- -another
effective~t&ol~forPeel. The Re~oti&i%$y
forbids.
.thi diapos;alof ti&sl; old corrugated cardboard-(OCC),
wood a&d’&ywtiu at the local 1anilfilI. : :
~-1990;Peel’s.ddisjo~lbiinsresliltedinthiidiversion
of 6&!57 tonnes-of tire& 47.674 tonnei of.OCC. 45323

I
I

-Th&e b&3 kireenforcdth&igh
&l&io~hoticea,
surchargee;Site bi+e; an4 auspe@idn cifl&idfill use
privilege+
Materials tar&&d for banswere aelected cinlyafter
de&-mining tha;t inarkets for these mat&ials: Were
suffici&ntl~ esiabli&ed;Active market develosment was requi&d for some
-targeted materi&, As a result, new .ventures which
moved into :or near the region include. WC1 Wood
Conversions, Inc, a wood processing facility, and New
West Gypsum;-Pdry+all recycling facility.located in

Source Reduction & Recycling for Municipalities

For ada%onul infirm&on

contact:

Karen Halt
19 PeeL Cents Dlive
Branapton, Ontario L6T 466
(416) 791-9400
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out&ndjng~qartioi~tion.
&varaihib
_
~~~~~~&~
~er&i
Itiugk-ated

: .:.

rate and &n&ant

wa&

atiy,&h&k o,&tii& .p;r;o&&, .& No&h
.‘. :..
.::I. :. :;; j; j: ‘. j.; : ...
in 2983; the Cit& recyCliri~ib~
.

: &I participating households. To incr&separticipant
conveiiiep+, tiollidbti is ‘provided: k+ekly : on the
same. day. as garbage -collection.: : The ~voiuntarv
pr+am __ swvinr
___ _-_g -134~70~househdld&hr&ughout th-e
entire$ Oiiy cla~~:an:averag~.monthiy’paiticipation
rialoof 90 percent and diver&xi of &S’percent of the
local re&&&..,+&;
&&&,
: :
:

bags,-a~~mixed
plaatice;

’-

:.

.- .-

.Edmonton-is the,first city of its size t& collectmilh
carton&. : Residents place newspapers’ in la plirstic
&ocervb& on to&f theBlue Box’and put ulasti&&
~noth~~~~clipp~dtbthecol;nerofth~~L:~lother
k+erial&~inoludiS~ the caps &Hi&f&n
the glass
and plastic containers are plaeed&the Blue Box.
Edmonton% reCy&ng colhektion and processiing’ti
Performed bv. two .urivate contractors .-: Brownine-k&ris Tr&s~ries~(B~) and The Edmonton Becycl&g

I
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For additional informution contact:
Ltoyd Egan
City of Edmonton
Waste Management Branch
2nd Floor, Centuly Place
9803 102 A Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3A3
(403) 4965657
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Inittited in the .fall ‘of I@,
thoi Notre-Dameides‘:Prairies programis
.built’: aroundthe
use -‘of a
translucent- blue : (LDPIZ).,:
plastic- bag. m&k&d: by.
.-Pi&t: Brands (Cain& ’ Cbipo&ioui : City of&i&
ivim+ attradted to the. cCmcept9’
in’ part,~b&iu& of the
.absk: of’ &.& ‘.ci;j&&+~~a;i*les ‘$+j; &.. an &xi&@j
:. 9;a~~getiucktocoll~‘th~b$~*d~~~~~~~~iiiing
theerpenseofpuicl;9singnewe
.theg: iinticipated’ Tut ..p~~lp.

I&ddition,
:BfEici~nci~sj~~uld.

-result from the quick ooll&tion times &depessible
by -the use of b&g& while- -‘parti&pat&n :wouid be.
boosteddueto theconvenienceof&cingallma&ials
in a ‘single container.
Their expectations were correct. Since its inception,
the.Notre-Dame-des-Prairies program has sustained
-an average waste diversionirate of a.pproxima$ely 18
percent :or.6,006 kg.. per week for the mu&ipality(s
2;600 households;. Three: imateria%. ;j !ne;ciispaper,
: :cardboard and glass - are&eentl$
coll+d;
@+aJs,
plast&G end &aves:(irj a.&par&-o b& n&y bo added
. ‘when.mairketscanbeid~ntified.i’Liieprii~~~~:
more extensive backend fpro&&&g for jthe! Ipostcollection.. sorting :bf materials and 1ba&ij : however,-

Source Reduction & Recycling for Municipalities

scraper
.; i-I.&cd
of bagged,: c&i&gled”my&ing.:

,Ji’h&BlueBag fits

For additional infirmatim contact:
Yve.9 Poirier
Municipalit& de Notre-Dame-de+Pmirie~
225, hod Antonio Bamtte
Not=-Dame-de*-Pmiries,
Qu&ec
d6E lE7
(514) 7597741
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Whife

:a

:&&&.

&f.

(&?&.&

:-~&pat&:k:,

..

1
LGe

:Jaegirn.ti. :p-mot& backyard. compostin& in .&cent
-years’ : the: munici$&ty~ ‘of Ne&&tle: i/Region..of
lhiih&ii, ~Ontariof:re?ntIy stud&d the ~&t&al-3vas&
: dive,rs$on- ‘&entid,:
i cosPeffe&ivene&’
.&nd
homeowner acceptance. of batiky&d Com&&ii
.$.na
pilot cornposting programi jThe ,Neti$as$e prop&n
was supported by a number of s@onsoi%’ including the
Ontario Ministry of /the. Environment, the Regional
Municipalitjr -of -Bur%m,l and Garbage iof: Ontario
D;m;lished (6002)). f acit+n’s
adv?aay -group.
: Between September jand: Be+nber
.1989,. Sixty
:households .ti Newcastle we&provided-*th
one.of
three d~fferentbrands of home c.om$osting un$s for
the &&arch p&j&;
R&&e&& &&:&in&J’i&.the
:
--II& of :&he..&omp.osting-units ,and :p;;dvidedi .+ith-indructionsformonitdri;lgthe~~t’spe~ormance.
Qverthe next fourinonths, the hou~hoidscomposted
organicg including. .food : :a# : yard ;yaste .in .their
r&&ti+&~nits.
..
:.I ., :I..j’.: .j:..j:.. ‘1
j,.
The results of the. Newbastie prog&i.-were
impr+siv& : .On aver&,- the sixty ~@omposting.iznits:.
diverted 28 kilograms of organic &&te per household.
per month &&the mnnic+al was&stream &iUng
in a 22 percent reduction 02 all riitidential~waste for
.$articipatinghouseholds. Even though the study was
-conducted during a- period. of: heavy ‘yard Waste
generation, over two-thirds of the.wastediverted was
food i&e,--sugge&ing::signifi&int
.jiear-round
potential for backyard composting in Neoircafiitie.
:
Ananalysisoftheprogrames$imatedtheamoitixed
cost of backyard composting tobe .$18;75 per tonne,
substantially lower than the cost Of collection-alone
(estimated at between $4016 :per :bnne) for other
majorsolidwaste managementa1term&ives,in&&ng
centralized
recycling,
municipal cornposting,
incineration. and landfilline.: Actual back-end
costs.
-.
of those alternatives would z&s& theircost per tonne
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estimatess&ficantly;
In short w&&rmodestinitial
c&&al-outlay’ and ten:ye& am&tization, backyard
: compoetingwasrstedcrsabi~~effective,financially
attractive alternative for muniiGpa1waste diversion.
;While- :SO’.@$&t~
of participating households
‘identified that they had esperienoed some technical
-difficuIfiee-,tith .their ~om@osting units; all agreed
that they : Iwould :continue. to.. oompost in their
.bacl;yaidsi :. .S~l~~
jrll: ‘of tie ;~;lrticipante ,we~
pn?paredtoreoommendbaolryardcompoetingtotheir
: neighbours and friends;
The Newcastle study demonstrated that backyard
cornposting has significant waste reduction potential
at a.Fnsiderably lower cost.However, it onlyresulted
in the :placement of a small number of cornposting
units in local -hou+ofda
To .havo.a-genuine impact
on the~local waste stream, a plti’toplace more units
.%nterestingly, when. Metropohtsn .Toronto sold
18,000 “&ilsaver” ~~omposters on a first-come, firstserve basis at a-fraction of their &t&
retail cost in
1989, Ii&ally thousands of backyard composting
enthusiasts were left waiting for the next “giveaway”.
.Apparently, the public is ready and willing for more
opportunitiestoreducewasteintheirownbackyards.

For udditimal infbrmation contact:
Works Department
The Regional MunicipaIity of Durham
Box 623,105 Consumer’s Drive
Whitby, Ontario, LlN 6A2
(416) 668-7721
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: :.:.: : ., :,::
~i;$i 'set a. go~'fof;i%d~~ing.
:thel.

Columbia:

municipal &lid ~ast+&eam
SO pe&ent by the.;year
2000, through .a dombination of source. ~du&on;reuse, and recyclin&Under a new prOvi&&l &i;o&am,.
.&&cip&tiesalla it&&.
ai? n6*.&&&&&&
fig.
~de~elopinglowr~~e:~lid
was& *+&;nt-plans;
as well as the develoument of .pro@&ment policies
favouring recycled.: mat&i&i- Blue! Boxi ire&ling..
programs, and. comuo$ing program& ; : ; 1.:..
To assist mh&i$&Kti& ifi:&M$k
$& ~@:&a&nt
-diversion goal,. the. provincial. government.. has
Iestablisheda nuinbe~offinancialassi~~:~~~~~&
: ‘Municipalities are-en&&aged to apply f&$i.&x$iAl ‘.
:,..
&sistance in the’ f&lo&&g program area& : : I .;
j: i: i
Multi-mat&ikI reeyk
: ‘: ..’

;

~ycl&l&\

&&j.

~&,sp~~&&$

j.;;.;

; : ;,::,

:.; j :

:

Under this systemj $&&Sal
ass&an&&ill
c0ver.a.
.po&on of the ca&taftind’other start-up do& for such
programs. For. example; the Public Ec$zation- and
Information Finan++&stan~e
Pi-og+n allows for
cost-shared con@ibu$ons of 20 percent j.:o$d+#tal
&& and 3. pemexitibf &&;+&g
&&@$
cobtirts;
To
been

date,
used

p~&$l
by
mu.&i&j&&s

fi~iichr:assi~~~.‘~~,B.i=l.has
for
a n&j$&~;iiti&

.:.:
: progams, including BlueBox lkqg&i&Icom~osting
programst drop .boxe~ li~~latio~
jo~‘~~~ ~r~llslfer
s-t&ions,auto hulk and.whi+egoocl&lean;u~~~~ms,
.;OiI,:barrel. =lea~~~~;‘i’iiker .aoii~~i~8i;e;li-~~~~po*t
: d&&onstrati&&&+*A~i i;n env~nir;e&~-&~&tio.ti
.-&&bit and a~~~&&&L$a&o;:
jjjijj,.,:i,:;);:~iII..,::, . :
Municipal ~anciiiliies~nae~~~~~~
c~iar ~.
..Britjsh Columbia’s
program
..:. ,::.;::
.,,:;, ;:are ~lko~&&iible~t.&
:...:;j:::: j:... ,.:. ;. 1..
j.:I.. . “.,...
: .:. . . ..... ::.-:j:::-::.:.:. ... . ...y
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For additional injbvnation contact:

Le8lie Sullivan
Manager, Marketing and Enterptise
Development
Municipal Solid and Biomedical
Waste Brunch
Envimnmental Pm&e&on Divbion
Ministry of Environment
1312 Blcuuhard Street, 5th Floor
Victoria, Britbh Columbia, V8B lX5
(6@#) 3569971
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Program Contacts
Provincial

Wade Management

Departments

Alberta
Department of the Environment
Environmental Protection Services
Wastes and Chemicals Division, Recycling Branch
Oxbridge Place, 9820 - 106 St., 5th floor
Edmonton, Alberta T5K 2J6
(403) 427-5838
British Columbia
Ministry of Environment
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B.C. V8V 1X5
Recycling Hotline (Vancouver): (604) 732-9253
Manitoba
Manitoba Environment
960 - 330 St. Mary Avenue,
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 325
(204) 945-8443 Toll-free: 800-282-8069
New Brunswick
Department of the Environment
Environmental Protection Branch
Sanitary Engineering Section, P.O. Box 6000
Fredericton, New Brunswick E3B 5Hl
(506) 453-2861
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Newfoundland
Department of Environment and Lands
Environmental Investigations Division
P.O. Box 8700, West Block, 4th Floor
St. Johns, Newfoundland AlB 4J6
(709) 576-3394
Northwest Territories
Department of Renewable Resources
Pollution Control Division
P.O. Box 1320
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories XlA 2L9
(4031920-7654
Nova Scotia
Department of the Environment
Resource Management and Pollution ControlDivision
Recycling Coordinator, P.O. Box 2107
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 3B7
(902)424-5300
Ontario
Ministry of the Environment
Waste Management Branch,
Municipal Waste Support Programs
14th Floor - 2 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto, Ontario M4V lL5
(416) 323-5243
Waste Reduction Advisory Committee (WRAC)
P.O. Box 2112
9th Floor, 119 King St. W.
Hamilton, Ontario L8N 329
(416) 521-7578
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Prince Edward Island
Department of the Environment and Tourism
EnvironmentaI Protection Branch
P.O. Box 2000
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island ClA 7N8
(902) 368-5000
&u&bee
Mini&i% de 1’ Environnement
Direction de la recuptkation et du recycIage
2360, Chemin Sainte-Foy, 1” &age
Sainte-Foy, Quebec GlV 4H2
(418) 643-4115
(418) 643-3754 tklecopieur
Saskatchewan
Department of the Environment and Public Safety
Air and Land Protection Branch
Waste Reduction Unit
3085 Albert St.
Regina, Saskatchewan S4S OBl
(306) 787-6209
Yukon Territory
Department of Renewable Resources
Information and Education Officer
P.O. Box 2703
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory YlA 2C6
(403) 667-5237
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and
National
Organizations

Provincial

Recycling

Alberta
Recycling Council of Alberta
P.O. Box 2100, Station M (#27)
Calgary, Alberta T2P 2M5
(403) 471-0071
British Columbia
Recycling Council of British Columbia
102 - 1525 W. 8th Ave.,Vancouver, B.C. V6J lT5
(604) 731-7222
(604) 732-9253 (information line - Greater Vancouver)
Manitoba
Recycling Council of Manitoba
412 McDermott Ave.
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3A OA9
(204) 942-7781
Nova Scotia
Clean Nova Scotia Foundation
1615 Bedford Row, P.O. Box 2528, Station M
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 3N5
(902) 424-5245
Ontario
Recycling Council of Ontario
489 College St., Suite 504
Toronto, Ontario M6G lA5
(416) 960-0938 (Ontario Recycling Information
Service)
or 800-263-2849
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Industry and Trade Associations

Canadian Association of Recycling Industries
(CAR4
50 Gervais Drive, Suite 502
Dons Mills, Ontario M3C 123
(416) 510-1244
Canadian Sofi Drink Association
Manager, Environmental Affairs
55 York St., Suite 330
Toronto, Ontario M5J lR7
(416) 362-2424
Canadian Tinplate Recycling Council
100 King St. W., P.O. Box 2030
Hamilton, Ontario I&V 3Tl
(416) 521-1375
Environment and Plastics Institute of Canada
(EPIC)
Society of the Plastics Industry in Canada
@PI Canada)
1262 Don Mills Road, #104
Don Mills, Ontario M3B 2W7
(416) 449-3444
Solid Waste Association ofNorth America (SWANA)
[formerly Government F&f&e Collection and Disposal
Association, Inc. (GRCDA)]
Canadian Representative:
Steve Gyorffy, Director of Operations
City of Kitchener, P.O. Box 1118
Kitchener, Ontario N2G 4G7
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SWANA Headquarters :
P.O. Box 7219
Silver Spring Maryland USA 20910
(301) 585-2898
Manitoba Soft Drink Recycling Inc.
1 - 20 Bentall St.
Winnipeg Manitoba R2X 3A8
(204)694-5349
(204) 694-5352 (Information Hotline)
Nova Recycling 1990 Ltd.
616 O’Connell Dr.
Cornerbrook, Newfoundland A2H 7G4
(709)785-7286
Ontario Multi-Material Recycling Inc. (OMMRI)
Scotia Bank Plaza
40 King Street West, Suite 3005
Toronto, Ontario M5H 3Y8
(416) 594-3456
Saskatchewan Association of Rehabilitation
(SARCAN)
140 Avenue F North
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7L lV8
(306) 933-0616
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Canadian Environmental Law Association
517 College Street, 4th Floor
Toronto, Ontario M6G lA8
(416) 960-2284

(CELAI

Environmental Action Foundation
Solid Waste Alternatives Project
1525 New Hampshire Ave N.W.
Washington, D.C. USA 20036
(202)745-4879
(The EAF focus is primarily on waste reduction.)
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Other Resources
In formation Resource8

The following information resources are a sample of
the publications
available on recycling.
All
subscription prices are in Canadian dollars unless
otherwise noted.
BioCycle: The Journal of Waste Recycling
JG Press Inc., Box 351, Emmaus, PA USA 18049.
$75.00 U.S.
Magazine with a broad range of articles on recycling
with special emphasis on composting.
Ecosource
Box 1270, Guelph, Ontario NlH 6N6.
$350.00.
A compilation of environmental articles, news briefs
from a variety of sources.
Environmental Decisions
National League of Cities, 1301 Pennsylvania Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20004.
Free. Publication written for municipal employees
about environmental
issues, including waste
management and recycling.
Recycling Canada
Sydenham Publishing
459-13th St. W., Owen Sound, Ontario N4K 3W8
$99.00.
Monthly newsletter covering recycling news and
issues across Canada.
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Environmental Eye
Businesstek Publications Inc.,
P.O. Box 11125, Stn H, Nepean, Ontario K2H 7T8.
$125.00.
Monthly newsletter on environmental developments
within Canada.
Ontario Recycling Update
Recycling Council of Ontario,
459 College Street, Toronto, Ontario M6G lA5.
Update included with membership.
Provides information about recycling activities within
Ontario as well as national and international recycling
news.
Recycling Times
National Solid Waste Management Association
Suite 1000,173O Rhode Island Avenue, N.W
Washington, D.C. USA. 20036-3196.
$95.00 U.S.
Newspaper-style publication providing timely articles
on recycling subjects, including industry news and
pending legislation.
Resource Recycling
P.O. Box 10540, Portland, Oregon USA 97210
$51.00 US.
Journal containing in-depth articles on recycling
subjects. Includes articles on legislative trends,
emerging technologies, collection and separation
systems and many other subjects.
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Warmer Bulletin
The Warmer Campaign, 83 Mount Ephraim,
Royal Tunbridge Wells, Kent UK TN4 8BS.
Free.
Provides information on global recycling and
incineration programs with particular emphasis on
the United Kingdom and Europe.
Wastelines
Environmental Action Foundation,
1525 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. U.S. 20036.
$12.25 U.S.
Waste
management
information
environmentalist perspective.
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BioCycle
Guide to Collecting,
Processing
Marketing Recyclables
Edited by the staff of BioCycle.
Emmaus, PA: The JG Press, Inc., 1990.

and

Recycling of Wmte in Alberta: Technical Report and
Recommendations
Environment Council of Alberta.
Edmonton: The Council, 1987.

Coming Full Circle: Successful Recycling Today
Environmental Defense Fund.
Washington, D.C: The Fund, 1988.
Why Waste a Second Chance:A Small Town Guide to
Recycling.
National Association of Towns and Townships.
Washington, D.C: The Association, 1989.
Recycling Technology Manual
Ontario Recycling Advisory Committee.
Hamilton, Ontario: The Committee, 1988.
ADecision-Maker’s Guide toSolid WasteManagement
United States. Environmental Protection Agency.
Washington, D.C: The Agency, 1990.
The Solid Waste Dilemma: An Agenda for Action
United States. Environmental Protection Agency.
Washington, DC: The Agency, 1989.
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Dr George connell,

MEMBERS

Cl&r

National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy
RC. (Beg) Basken President, Energy and Chemical Workers Union
The Honourable Jean Chest
Minister of Environment,
Government ofCanada
The Honourable J. Glen Cummingn Minister of the Environment,
Government OfManitoba
Pat Delbridge
President, Pat Delbridge Associates Inc.
The Honourable Jake Epp Minister of Energy, Mines and
Zksources, Government OfCanada
Jose&m Gonzalez Research Scientist, Forintek Canada Corp.
Diane Griffin Executive Director, Zsland Nature ‘Ihrst
Susan Holtz Senior Researcher, Ecology Action Centre
John E. Houghton Chairman and C.E.O., Quebec and Ontario
Paper Company Ltd.
David L Johnston Principal and Vice-Chancellor, McGill University
Pierre Marc Jobnson Directeur de Rechenrhe ,Centre de medecine,
d’t!thique et de droit & I’Universit4 McGill
Geraldine A. Kenney-Wallace
President and Vie-Chancellor,
McMaster University
Margaret G. Kerr Vice Pmstint,
Environment, health and Safety,
Northern Telecom
Lester Lsfond President, 4ond Enterprises Ltd.
The Honourable John Leefe Chair, Canadian Council of Ministers
of the Environment (CCMR)
Jack M. MacLeod President and C.E.O., Shell Canada Ltd.
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The National Waste Reduction
Handbook

Waste Reduction has become a major concern for
Ministers across Canada. They have established
disposal reduction target of 50% by the year 2000.
main burden of this waste managenient
task
municipalities.

Environment
a solid waste
However, the
will fall on

This handbook, produced by the National Round Table on the
Environment
and the Economy, with participation
by the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities,
is designed to assist
municipal decision makers in successfully meeting that goal.
It explores the options for source reduction, recycling and
composting, examines the markets, the costs and the benefits
involved, and provides some waste reduction success stories
which show just how much progress is already being made.
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